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ABSTRACT
The Pan American sanitary Bureau (PASS) was founded in 1902. In
over four decades of operation! the Bureau developed a history based
upon a successful record of progress, independent finance, and hemispheric
cooperation. This preexlstence posed a major problem to the establishment
of a single and supreme World Health Organization (WHO).
Reduced to simplest terms, the problem was a "conflict" between
those who considered an independent and flourishing Bureau an obstacle
to the proposed WHO and those, particularly in the Western Hemisphere,
who strongly desired to preserve their autonomous health agency. The
former called for Bureau absorption, while the latter refused to consider
any step which might destroy the PASB—a struggle between the concepts
of "independence 11 and what was eventually to be termed ' integration.
"
These diverging concepts emerged with the early meetings of the
Technical Preparatory Committee and were inherited by the International
Health Conference of 19U6. The solution offered by the Health Conference
was a formula which "harmonised" views and called for "integration • . •
in due course." For three years, attempts were made to Implement the
harmonising formula. Finally, in I9h9, an agreement was signed. It did
not bring about Bureau integration, but rather mutual cooperation—an
arrangement which still prevails.
To this day * integration" has not taken place, but neither has
the period in due course'' elapsed. A unique, autonomous Bureau con-
tinues to exist and serve two separate international organisations.
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It would be pretentious to express exhaustive acknowledgments to
each individual who assisted in making this study possible. To the
numerous Bureau, Library, and other consultive personnel, however, who
offered their wisdom and advice, the writer extends his sincere apprecia-
tion.
Without wishing to detract from the cooperation displayed by all,
there are two persons deserving special meritorious mention. It was
from these distinguished gentlemen that an understanding was gained of
the multitude of unrecorded factors and emotions which conditioned the
emerging (and diverging) concepts of bureau n independence" and M integra-
tion."
To Mr. Howard B. Calderwo^d, Foreign Affairs Officer for inter-
national health matters at the U. S. Department of State— far from being
the first, this commendation ranks with the scores which supplement the
Special Resolution passed by the Technical Preparatory Committee for the
International Health Conference. In recognition of Mr. Calderwood's
outstanding direction of the Preparatory Committee's Secretariat, the
noted health experts expressed appreciation for his praiseworthy efforts.
To this, plus other credits, is added the writer's heartfelt appreciation
for the wealth of documentation and information made available, as well
as his valuable time and patient clarification of specifics which were
found to be vague.
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Also, to Dr. Louis U Wiiliaos, currently a Medical Consultant to
the Pan Anerlcan Health Organisation and Regional Office of the World
Health Organization, on ftalaria Eradication, and for aany years a dis-
tinguished figure in public and international health— Dr. Willlaas, a
Special Technical Adviser to the United states delegates who attended
the 1916 International Health Conference, graciously volunteered to act
in a similar capacity as the writer undertook this study. His assist-
ance and personal interest proved invaluable and inspiring.
Both Dr. Willlaas and Mr* Calderwood comprise a select group
having an intiaat- first-hand Knowledge of the events studied in the
following pages. Though the writer has offered his appreciation for
their invaluable advice, he absolves them of all guilt pertaining to
the study's inferences anc conclusions.
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The first principle enunciated in the preamble to the Constitu-
tion of the sorlc Health Organization (WHO) is that "Health is a 3taU
of complete physical, cental and social veU-oeing anc? not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity. n ;i«*ply combating disease is a
ne^ativ.. approach to the concept of iuprovin^ international conditions.
The contemporary euioical an<; social thinking, therefore, has placed the
e&phasis not on sickness, but rather on health.
This should not be construed as neanlng that promotion of inter-
national health is a nev phenomenon. The aene3ls of international
health iiiay be traced to a nu&ber of periodic conferences held in curope
during the second half of the nineteenth century. Sporadic as these
meetings say have been, they nurtured a growing interest in the adverse
effects of diseases, which, In turn, developed into the broader interest
of standino's well-being.*
The woric health movement was given pemanence, wr. icem-
bcr 1902, ^he first international health agency was forwed. Its creation
actually steamec from a resolution approved by the Second International
*For a text of the World Health Organization Constitution see The
First Ten Years of the World Health Organization (Geneva* World Health
Organization, 19>£>) , Annex 1 , here inafter referred to as The First Ten
Years .
2For a history of this early evolution se« ibid ., Chapter 1.
-»;-•*
i
2Conference of American States which act In Mexico City in January, 1902.
This resolution provided for a general convention on health to meet in
Washington, D. C, during December of the same year* The Convents
constituted the International sanitary Bureau) and though its name was
later changed to the Pan American Sanitary Bureau and its functions
greatly expanded, it remains the oldest international health agency in
existence today.-*
Although a detailed review of the Bureau's history Is not consid-
ered to be within the scope of this study, it would perhaps be helpful
to recall briefly several of the highlights in the organization's
growth.
Bureau founders designed it "to lend its best aid and experience
toward the widest possible protection of public health of each republic,
In order that diseases may be eliminated and that commerce between said
republics may be facilitated."-' It is, perhaps, noteworthy that the
^Miguel i. Sustaoante, The Pan American Sanitary Bureaut Half A
Century of Health Activities lffi2-T95U . Miscellaneous Publication Mo. ?3
(WashingTont Pan American sanitary Bureau, December 1955) , pp. if.
"Comprehenslv historical studies may be found in ibid , and also
Arlstides A. Moll, The Pan American sanitary Bureau, 1902- l$lik % Its
Origins , Deve lopaent anT Achievements , pXsB Publication No. 21*6
(Washington! pan American Sanitary Bureau, 1916). Among a number of
brief reviews, one may see Fred L. Soper, "The Story of the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau, Regional Office of the World Health Organization,"
The Courier , George Washington University Medical Center, Vol. 7, Do. 1,
March 1955, pp. 20~2iij or Ruth D. Masters, Handbook of International
Organizations in the Americas (Washington! Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, I9k$)
, pp. 321.-332.





3establishment of the Bureau followed alwost immediately on the discovery
and proof of the aedes aegypti being the vector of yellow fever. This
disease was of extreme importance in the Americas, and establishment of
the Bureau to coordinate efforts could very veil have gained much of its
support from persons who considered it an advantageous means for solving
a diplomatic problem} namely, trade restrictions on countries Infested
by yellow fever and quarantine of their vessels.^
The Bureau, modest in size, devoted its early years to promoting
international health procedures in quarantine, the collection and re-
porting of information on diseases, and preventive measures and recip-
rocal commitments among members.'
The value of the International sanitary Bureau was recognized by
many health experts throughout the hemisphere} and although its sis*
remained limited, its functions were gradually expanded. The Third
International sanitary Convention, which met in Mexico City In 1907,
authorized the Bureau to establish relations with the newly organized
Office International d'Hygiene Publique. It also adopted a recommenda-
tion that each country establish a sanitary Information Committee com-
posed of three experts to collect data under the direction of the Bureau.
"View offered by Dr. Louis L. Williams, Medical Consultant on
Malaria Eradication, rid Health Organization, Regional office of the
Americas, in an interview on 29 May l?t>3»
'The Bureau began operations on an annual budget of ±5,300 and
with a staff of eight persons (two clerks and six part-time officials).
For these early days see Bustamante, op. cit., pp. 1-6.
&To control administrative costs, the Bureau was brought into
















kWith successAil progress and a growiny interest, the Bureau's
emphasis on quarantine was expanded to include promotion of immunization
and research* Correspondence and data exchange among , and between,
government health services and the Bureau increased. Although the first
World War brought about a suspension of the sanitary Conference, the
Bureau continued to function.
The early 1920* s witnessed soae aajor changes in the health
organization of the Americas. In 1920, the Bureau was reorganized j and
Or. Hugh s. Cumming, then Surgeon-General of the U. 5. Public Health
Service, was naaed first Director, a post he was to hold for twenty-
seven consecutive years. Full-time professional personnel were added to
the staff. 9
In 1923, the Fifth International Conference of American states
changed the names of the International sanitary Bureau and Conference to
the Pan American sanitary Bureau and Pan American Sanitary Conference,
respectively. The following year, 192U, witnessed one of the most
important events in the Bureau's history. It was in this year that the
Seventh Pan American sanitary Conference, meeting in Havana, adopted the
Pan American sanitary Code, a treaty ratified by all twenty-one American
?The Uhitec states Public Health Service initiated a program
which was eventually to grow and include most of the American republics.
Health experts, paid and subsidised by national health services, were
detailed to the Bureau to initiate and carry out health projects in the
field. This early attempt to improve needy sections of Latin America was
the forerunner of the extensive technical assistance activities we know
today. The process permitted an expansion of the Bureau's operational
function with no increase in budget. Interview with Dr. Williams, op.
clt., 29 May 1963.
;. .
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5republics.* The code, vhich has rewainec effective to this day, with
two subsequent protocols, set up an extreaely effective epidemio logical
and data exchange system in the Americas.
Vith improved data codification and increased utilisation of the
telegraph for rapid transfer of intelligence, the Bureau reached out In
the late 1920' s to increase the exchange of information between itself
and the Office International d'Hygiene Publique, as well as vith the
Egyptian Maritime, Health and Quarantine Council. 12
By decision of the eighth Pan American sanitary Conference, a new
type of meeting was held in Washington in 1929. It was called the
directing Council of the Bureau, and at its initial session, it prepared
a draft constitution and statutes which included regulations to govern
the internal administrative procedures of the Bureau. *3 xn 1930, the
Director submitted his first annual report.
During the 1930' s, the Pan American Sanitary Bureau produced a
growing spirit of cooperation between the American republics, efforts
continued to expand in fields of epidemiological data collection and
reporting, nutrition, urban and rural hygiene, housing, water supply and
i0M. Mm Bustamante, op. clt,, pp. lkf.
^For a text see Basic Documents of the Pan American Health
Organisation
, Official Document fro. i*t (WasnTngToni Pan American
Sanitary Bureau, March 1963), pp. 1-8.
*%l. E. Bustamante, op. clt., p. 18.
J^An interesting point worth noting is that this approved draft
constitution and statutes apparently "got lost with time." Voted at
Interview with Dr. Williams, op. cit., 29 May 1963.
lki. £. Bustamante, op. £lt., p. 20.




6drainage, combating diseases, research, and distribution of information.
Increased cooperation in promoting health education, granting fellowships,
and autual assistance in the procurement of equipment and supplies were
clear indications of the Bureau's important role in helping to strengthen
hemisphere ties. 1 * since disease knows no political boundaries, the
PA3B was fast becoming a pillar supporting American unity.
The war years did not dampen the growing interest and cooperation.
On the contrary, World liar XI brought an expanding awareness of health.
This keen appreciation steamed from both the military and civilian
efforts in saving lives and reducing the effects of injury, hunger, and
diseases. The accelerated advances in medicine and number of trained
health personnel also provided impetus to more effective international
health cooperation. Though not a Bureau member, Canada began attending
meetings as an observer.
^
The United Nations Conference held at San Francisco in 19U5
indicated quite clearly that importance and interest in international
health cooperation was not limited solely to the Western Hemisphere.
The health of all peoples was seen to be fundamental to the attainment
of peace and security. Mot only was this concept embodied in the UV
Charter, but the Conference also unanimously approved a joint declara-
tion submitted by Brazil and China which recommended the early
^see Ibid, for a description of growth and coooeration during
this period, pp. 20-33.
*DXbia
. , p. 11. Attendance began with the Eleventh Pan American
Sanitary Conference convened at Rio de Janiero in 1912.




7convocation of a conference to establish an international health organi-
sation. 1 ? It was this declaration which created a problem that was to
threaten the very existence of the regional health agency developed by
the Western Heal sphere. It is this problem that is used as a point of
departure for the following study.
Reduced to simplest tertas, the problem became a question of the
future role to be played by the Pan American sanitary Bureau. There
were those who considered the existence of this independent and flour-
ishing organization an obstacle to the establishment of a single world-
wide health agency. Their desire was to absorb the Bureau, as well as
other inter- governmental health agencies, and subjugate autonomy in
order that a single, supreme world health organisation could emerge. id
On the other hand, there were those, particularly in the Western
Hemisphere, who strongly desired to preserve the successful, autonomous
Bureau. To a few of this yroup, it undoubtedly became a passionate
drive to preserve regional identity} a struggle to protect the Americas
from those who would place the hemisphere system at the mercy of out-
siders.
*?The first Ten Years , op . cit., Chapter 3.
Inside from the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, with which this
study deals, there existed the Health Organization of the League of
Nations, Office International d f Hygiene Publique, and h*£uth functions
of the United nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. These




International relations in the Western Hemisphere have b^^n in
the process of development for a hundred and fifty years. In
that span of a century and a half, dating from 1610 when the
movement for independence began in Spanish America, there have
been periods of friendship and understanding, of unity and
solidarity! there have been others marked by misunderstanding
ana friction, of strife and conflict. 1 ^
The Pan American sanitary Bureau vas a prime example of solidarity.
As it turned out, one of the first tasks to face the United
nations iconouic and Social Council, after being constituted in January
19U6, was to give effect to the joint Brazilian-Chinese declaration. St
began a chain of events which ultimately would determine the destiny of
the Pan American Sanitary Bureau.
William Manger, Pan America In Crisis (Washington! Public
Affair 3 Press, 1961), p. TT Though nST specifically dealing with the
PASB, but of Interest in gaining an understanding of "protective"
hemisphere views, see Carlo3 Oavila, We of the Americas (Chicagoi Ziff-
Davis Publishing Co., I9h9) and, in particular, Chapter 13 entitled "Our
World and Other Worlds.'
** xmim
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On Thursday, 7 February l°i*6, at the fifth meeting of the UH
economic and Social Council, the delegate from China presented a draft
resolution calling for an international health conference.''
As was the case eight aonths earlier at San Francisco, the pro-
posal was not lacking support. Or* Staapar (Yugoslavia), a noted
professor in the field of public health and social saedicine, was first
to lend warn support to the Chinese proposal. In pointing out the
valuable work performed by the Office International d' Hygiene Publlque,
the Health Organisation of the League of nations , and the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau, Dr. Staapar cautioned that there was a certain amount
of confusion and overlapping* He urged, therefore, that the Council act
immediately to clear up the situation and consolidate the agencies into
a single international organisation* To effect this "consolidation, 11 he
proposed an expert coaaittee be appointed to complete recommendations by
aid-March in order that the international conference might be convened
by the end of April or early Kay. 2
Dr. Staapar 1 s mention of "consolidation," which could be inter-
preted as the first opinion which indicated an infringement on PASS
^United nations economic and Social Council, Official Records,
First Yean First Session, from first meeting (23 January) to fourteenth
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independence, apparently vent unnoticed at first. Delegates from
Ukraine, United States, Peru, Czechoslovakia, United Kingdom, Prance,
and Greece followed in rapid succession to give support to the Chinese
proposal* So mention was aade of Or. Staopar's recoamended "consolida-
tion. "3
A lone voice was heard in objection the following day. Mr* L.
Restrepo (Colombia) referred to the discussion of the previous aeeting
which seemed to Indicate that the PASB would be "absorbed" by the pro-
posed world organisation. If this were the intent, he wished to raise
an objection. He called attention to the Bureau's important work and
conceded that it should be coordinated with the new world organisation,
but never abolished."
In supporting the Chinese proposal for a conference, several
delegates who followed ftr. Restrepo made no aention of the Bureau or
intended regional arrangements. It was not until Sir Ramaswami rtudaliar,
Council President, summarised the discussion, that the objection was
recognized. In deference to the Colombian fear, the President recommended
that in order that th* continued existence of regional organizations not
be prejudged, the drafting committee should word the final resolution as
giving consideration to "the possibility of establishing a single inter-
national health organization. "5 this was immediately objected to by the
3Ibid ., pp. 55-57* Of course, it is speculation} however, one may
attribute the silence concerning "consolidation" to the fact that none
of the delegates who spoke following Dr. Stamper were health experts and,
therefore, could very well have been lacking an intimate knowledge of the
Bureau and its function*
uIbld., p. 58. 5Ibid., p. 59*
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United Kingdom delegate, vho contended the use of "possibility" weakened
the resolution. He vent on to state further that the original resolu-
tion would not prejudge regional organ! asations "provided they became a
part of the system, and did not remain outside as competing organiza-
tions. r ° After several others reassured that the original wording did
not mean regional organisations should disappear, Mr. Restrepo withdrew
his objection. Following further discussion pertaining to dates and
locations of proposed meetings, the resolution was finally agreed upon
and adopted on 15 February 19UG, It was the first resolution to be
passed by the Economic and Social Council and, in essence, provided for
the establishment of a Technical Preparatory Committee which was to meet
in Paris not later than 15 March 19U6. This committee would then include
recommendations for an international health conference in the form of a
report which was to be submitted to US Members and &COSOC prior to 1 ftay
1916. The resolution finally called upon countries to send public
health experts as representatives to a conference to be called by the UN
Secretary-General not later than 20 June 19L6J
On IS March, the sixteen health experts, who comprised the
Technical Preparatory Committee, met at the Palais d'Orsay, Paris to
fobld ., p. 60.
72CO30C Resolution i/l (Document t/9. Rev. 1 of 25 February 1916)
may be found in Ibid ., Annex 6. Revision 1 was necessary to complete
paragraph 3 which contained a list of those appointed to the Technical
Preparatory Committee. The mechanics of appointment included nomination


















draft proposals for the contemplated world health organisation." The
committee was aided by having elaborate proposals for the constitution
presented at the initial aeeting by the experts from France, United
Kingdom, United States, and Yugoslavia. Also, at this first meeting, a
Chairman, Dr. Rene sand (Belgium), was unanimously elected. 9
During the general discussion, it appeared that all supported a
single, strong, permanent organization. It was not so much a general
problem of creating an organisation, as it was solving the details of
what type structure the new world organization would have. As meetings
progressed and a draft constitution began to take shape, it became
generally agreed that .he structure should be based upon a regional con-
cept. 10 This, however, prompted the further consideration of what the
future role of the Pan American sanitary Bureau was to be.
°Flrst Ten Years , op . cit., Annex }. The sixteen experts were
selected by name and not as delegates of their respective country.
Included weret
Dr. Martinez Baez (Mexico) Dr. Kopanaris (Greece)
Dr. Hermann (Argentina) Dr. hani (India)
Dr. Cancik (Czechoslovakia) Dr. Parran (U.S.)
Dr. Cava 11Ion (France) Dr. sand (Belgium)
Dr. Chisholm (Canada) Dr. Shousha (Egypt)
Dr. £vang (Horway) Dr. De Paula Souza (Brazil)
Dr. Jameson (U.K.) Dr. Stamper (Yugoslavia)
Dr. Kacprzak (Poland) Dr. Sze (China)
9Ibid ., Chapter I, for a general view.
*°For progress of discussion as well as proposals submitted see
United Hations World Health Organization, Interim Commission, Hinutes of
the Technical Preparatory Committee for the International Health Con-
"










Dealing with most of the other nutters first, the committee did
not arrive at the question of regional arrangements until the fourteenth
meeting, on 23 March, Initial discussion vas in terms of "transitional
arrangements" in order that existing organizations could adjust to the
new situation. The "transitional" concept, first offered by Or. Sate,
vent so far as to say that it sight take years for the desired adjust-
ment to take place. *
Or. Stamper voiced disagreement by stating the PASS should be
utilized immediately by the new world organization. Recognizing an
inevitable dispute, Or. Aristides Moll, Secretary of the PA5B, requested
that any substantive decisions be deferred until the arrival of Dr.
Gumming, Bureau Director, who had been delayed unavoidably in arriving.
In an attempt to produce agreement, while respecting Or. Moll's request,
a special sub-committee was appointed to study relations.
^
Or. Gumming arrived in time for the sixteenth meeting held on 1
April. In addressing the Committee, he cautioned on a fanatic drive to
set up a single organization by recalling a previous world conference
which unsuccessfully met at Cannes in 1919. Hb continued by praising
the results from coexistence and division of work. In conclusion, he
again cautioned against a single organization^ but if the majority
Hlbid., p. 27.
i2Kembers were Ors. Cavaillon, Martinez Baez, parran, stamper,
Shousha, and Mackenzie (a U.K. alternate), according to ibid.
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considered the tine ripe, then cmr« aust be taken not to create e body
9f supra-national character— regional offices were essential. *
The strongest support given to the Bureau and its Director, Dr.
humming, cane from burgeon- General Parran (U.S.). He Kept stressing the
necessity for a loose organisation until experience provided the most
lesirable solution. In defense of Bureau Independence, Dr. Parran
stressed the philosophy of the UM Charter, which encouraged, rather than
precluded the existence of regional agencies for dealing with matters of
international concern. Using the united Nations again as an example, he
likened the bringing of specialised agencies into direct relationship as
being similar to the proposed world health organisation bringing regional
agencies into direct relationship. Dr. Parran anticipated that two types
of regional organisations would be the basis for the new world organisa-
tion. One would be related autonomous" organisations such as the
Bureau, which would be "brought into relationship," and the other would
be a "dependent regional office" of a temporary or permanent nature,
established, staffed, and financed by the proposed eHO. 1
Without specifically naming the PA IB, Dr. Chisholm strongly -dlsv-
ajreed with continued Bureau independence
t
^United nations World Health Organisation, Interim Commission,
Minutes of the Technica l Preparatory Committee for the International
Hualth Conference , op. clT^, p. 2?.
1' Ibid
. , Annex 22, in which is reproduced surgeon-General Parran'
s
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As world citizens, all members should wipe out the history of
the past, formulate an ideal, and try to realise it. Above all,
they should not swerve from it because the possibility of their
decision being opposed by politicians.
Dr. Chisho la went on to explain that the " ideal" should draw lines
boldly fccross national boundaries regardless of cost to personal or
"sectional interests."^*
By the end of the committee's seventeenth aeeting, it appeared to
be a choice among liquidation, merger, and Bureau autonomy. In response
to the several who had spoken in terms of absorbing, merging, unifying,
and similar processes whereby the proposed tfH} woulo become supreme and
the PASB would lose autonomy in a "transformation process," Dr. Cumming
reminded the gathering that ideal cooperation and results were derived
from a 1926 convention. This old convention had provided for ie Bureau
to become a regional branch of the OIHP and could very well serve as an
example for relations between the Bureau and proposed WHO. "o went
proposals and counter-proposals, until finally, at the conclusion of the
eighteenth meeting, it was decided to forward alternative solutions to
the International Health Conference since it was apparent that a com-
promise solution could not be found ivJ In this way, the conference




[bid., p. 31. This proposal to forward alternatives was sug-
gested by Dr. stampar and was approved by a vote of seven in favor,
three opposed, and six abstaining.
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At the nineteenth meeting, two alternative solutions to the
question of regional arrangements were put before the committee for
purposes of recording votes. The first was called proposal "X" and
offered by Drs. Evang, Cavaillon, and Bermann. It basically provided a
system whereby regional organisations and bodies should be absorbed and
fora an integral part of the central organization. The substantive part
of alternative "X* stated
t
There shall be constituted, beside the regional committees, re-
gional offices entrusted with the carrying out of the decisions
of the Conference, the Board or the Director-General, and of the
regional committee within the latter* s powers*
Regional offices may be created in either of two waysi by the
Conference or by the transformation of already existing regional
organisations! this transformation would be carried out according
to agreements ratified by the Conference.
Towards that end, special transitional arrangements should be
made by the Conference with regional health agencies in areas
where such agencies already exist, taking into account the exist-
ing conventions, in such a way that their facilities and services
may be fully utilised without interruption and with a view to
developing them as quickly as practicable into regional offices
of the Organisation, or parts of such offices.
There should not be more than one regional office in any one
region. 17
The second alternative was submitted by Dr. Parran and designated
proposal "Y". Its intent was to provide more flexible provisions which
would allow for either absorption into a single administrative structure,
or encouragement of autonomy, while maintaining a close connection with
*7ibld », Annex 21. Submitted to the Committee as UK Document




headquarters. An example of brevity, that portion of Dr. Parran's
proposal which applied to the PASB stated:
Special arrangements should be made by the World Health Conference
with regional intergovernmental health agencies , with a view to
their facilities and services being utilised to the fullest pos-
sible extent. lb
Among the facts considered by Or. Parran in his preference for a
flexible approach to the relationship problem was a recollection of the
special Pan American Conference which met to consider war and postwar
problems at Chapultepec, in Mexico City, 5 February 19lt5. It was there
resolved:
That the Pan American Sanitary Bureau continue to act as the general
coordinating sanitary agency of the American Republics and of all
other countries in the Western Hemisphere that may wish to utilize
its services ....
That any world-wide public health organization duly recognize the
continental character of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau ....
That the Pan American sanitary Bureau be given such financial
aid, technical and other personnel as may be necessary in order
that this institution may be in a position to render the best
service in its work of coordination and technical direction of
sanitary activities in the Americas. 19
One might say that recognizing the impact of Dumbarton Oaks upon inter-
national relations, the Chapultepec Conference was designed to strengthen
Pan American unity in the face of "complications'* which could arise in
the postwar era. 20
Ibid .
^Resolution XIV, Final Acts of the Chapultepec Conference, 19U5.
See also Carlos Devi la, Ve of the Americas (Chicagot Ziff-Davis Pub-
lishing Co., 1919), pp. "TOTT






nevertheless, Dr. Parrs** s proposal proved to o* the less popular
of the two. It received six votes, while the proposal which aavocated
tiis Bureau become an integral part of the world organization received
nine votes. Alternatives "W and »T were redesignates «k f> and &,«
respectively, anc included in the propose Constitution of wit) as part
XII, entitled "Regional Arrangements." 2i
The proposed constitution for a planned health organisation was
out one of the accoaplishnents of the Technical Preparatory Committee.
During its twenty- two settings, which spanned the period 16 March through
5 April 19l£» the committee adopted a dosen resolutions in addition to
producing a draft annotated agenda for the International Istalth Confer-
ence which the United nations had ieciced to convoke on 1? June.
The committee's report was forwarced to fcemoer states ox the
United nations, as well as to the economic and >oeUi Council which
convened for its second session on 2> Kay ifao at Hunter College in sew
YorR.23
At the second and third meeting of the Council session, the
report of the Technical Preparatory committee was discus sec | mainly, in
general terms with a number of minor recommendations being mace, 2^ At
Official Record of WHQ So. 1, og. £lt., pp. 73f#
22See to id. , Annex bos. 23, 2u, and 15 for a nummary of the
committee' s work!.
2
-¥or full report, including a preliminary states ss*
mittee's Rapporteur, Dr. Chisholm, see United Sat ions, economic and
Social council, Official Accords, First Yeari Second Session, from first
meeting (25 May) to fifteenth meeting (21 June) I9k6, Annex 1.
2
^ee ibid., pp. Ik- 22, for the minutes of this discussion.
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the close of the third meeting, a Drafting Committee was appointed to
study the report in more detail.
The Drafting Committee net on 1, I, and U June 19U6j and, due to
the short period of time remaining prior to the scheduled date for the
International Health Conference, invitations were immediately extended
to jixteen states not ambers of the United Nations, to allied control
commissions in three other countries, and to ten international organiza-
25
tions interested in public health.
Also discussed by the Drafting Committee was Section XXI of the
Preparatory Committee's report which dealt with regional arrangements.
Five of the Drafting Committee members desired that ECOSOC recommend
Alternative "A" to the health conference. Five other members preferred
to let the conference decide what relationship should exist between
regional bureaus and the central organisation. 26
It is interesting to note that when the Drafting Committee sub-
mitted its report to the council at its twelfth meeting on 11 June 191.6,
considerable discussion arose concerning deletion of that portion of the
Preparatory Committee's report which recommended the appointment of an
Interim Commission. ' As a substitute, Mr. Noel-Baker (U.K.) proposed
that the UN General Assembly bring the vfflo into existence by means of a
resolution. Perhaps such action would have expedited the organization's
2
^Ibid., Annex l*j for the Drafting Committee's report.
2oIbid., p. 3h2.









establishment, however, it would have raised several complications for
those states wishing to be members of the WHO, but not members of the
Uli and, therefore, not bound by its resolutions. After a delegate from
Norway pointed out that many countries would not ccept international
obligations of a financial character without confirmation by their
legislative bodies, Mr. Moel-Batcer withdrew his recommendation. 23
The report of the Technical Preparatory Committee, as well as
recommended modifications and a forwarding resolution were adopted by
the council and forwarded to the International Health Conference,
scheduled to convene in Mew York on 19 June 1916.
On the eve of the conference, it probably woula have been safe to
speculate that the proposed WHO would carry out its program by means of
an organization which differed sharply from other specialized agencies.
This organization, classified in terms of regionalization, appeared to
be the only logical response to a strong and indepenoent regional health
agency. The structure was already proposed in the draft constitution.
Though regionaiization was not in itself unique, the existence of the
Pan American sanitary Bureau injected the related concept of decentrali-
zation. This involved the extent to which authority would have to be
delegated to the proposed regional offices and committees. Of course,




the degree of delegation depended solely upon how effectively the Bureau
could be aade an "integral" part of the central organization, as proposed
by Alternative "A."*^
2
^For a comprehensive study of the structure which eventually
emerged see Robert Berkov, The World Health Organization (Geneva:
Librairie £. Droe, 8, rue VerdaTHe, T$"57)'.
1
stir
v* oeqafc noli* *|j
CHAPTER III
THE PROBLEM OF RELATIONSHIP
The International ifcalth conference convened et the Henry Hudson
Hotel in Mew York City on 19 June 19U6. 1 Convoked by the Secretary*
General, it was the first internet ions 1 conference sponsored under the
auspices of the United Nations* Delegations attended from all fifty-
one Member States of the UN. In addition, observers vers present from
thirteen non-Member States, as veil as froa various specialised agencies
and organisations | such as, the Food and Agriculture Organisation,
International Labor Organisation, United Nations Relief and Rehabilita-
tion Administration, office International d'Hygiene PufeUque, and the
2
Pan Aasrican sanitary Bureau.
As previously noted, the Technical Preparatory Committee had laid
the groundwork. With the convocation of the conference, a decision
concerning the relationship between the proposed World Health Organisa-
tion and the existing Pan American Sanitary Organisation faced all
delegations. In simple terns, it was a question of whether or not the
pan American Sanitary Conference and Bureau should continue in existence
^United Nations Economic and social Council, International Health
Conference
, Verbatim Record of Plenary Meetings, Document No. c/iyp.V./l
of 19 June 19U6.
2For a complete list of delegations and observers see The First
Ten Years of the World Health Organisation (Genevas World Health Organi-
sation
, r95#), Annex L, hereinafter referred to as The First Ten Years .
, p. Id.
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after th« establishment of the World Health Organisation, The alterna-
tive solutions, with their various ramifications, was a subject to be
debated" intensely for several weeks. As one scholar noted, "The question
of regional arrangements and relationship of existing health organisations
became the most controversial of all subjects »••••*
The Rapporteur of the Technical Preparatory Committee, Or. Q. B.
Chisholm, in addressing the first plenary meeting of the conference,
outlined the accomplishments of the Preparatory Committee and then went
on to stress the importance of promoting world health. This writer does
not think it insignificant that he injected the sentence, "In the future
ao country nor any group of countries can stand alone in protection of
health**^ It was the expression of an Initial position concerning
relationships and opposed the existence of autonomous organisations
outside the anticipated world union.
Though it could be considered the first position expressed con-
cerning relationships, it was far from the last. Agenda item six, the
general discussion concerning the report of the Preparatory Committee
and various government's positions, prompted numerous and diverging
statements. Dr. van den Berg (aetherlands) highly approved the estab-
lishment of a single world-wide health organisation. Although he
believed that other world- comprising organisations in the field of
^Robert Berkov, The World Health Organisation! A Study In Decen-
tralised International Administration (Genevat Llbrairle &. Dros, 6 rue
Verdarne", 1*57), p. T5.
^Conference Document Ho. ^H/P.V./l, og. clt., p. 11a.
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public health would not be needed In the future, he addedt
This does not necessarily mean that all which has been built up
in the course of the last fifty years could be abandoned over-
night, leaving their duties to the new organisation. In this
period, with its enormous lack of labour and goods, one has to
be very careful not to replace effectively working institutions
by something new. 6
Lieutenant Colonel C. K. Lakshaanan (India) recognised that
regional associations of countries with like problems may be necessary
for mutual consultation. Such associations, however "should form an
Integral part of the general framework of the world organization" and
their functions and responsibilities "should be supplementary and not
parallel to those of the central organisation."' While going on to
itate that a federation of autonomous regional organisations was to be
deprecated, "transitional arrangements" with existing organisations
would most likely be necessary.
The statement of Or. Alberto zwanck (Argentine) coincided with
the position held by a number of Latin American states, when he expressed
the belief that the Pan American sanitary Bureau merited continuance for
the greatest coordination, cooperation, and collaboration in hemisphere
health problems.
9
As the general discussion drew to a close, it was obvious that
the struggle over relationships would be carried on in the meetings of
Committee V, whieh had been designated to study, discuss, and recommend
^United Nations economic and ociai Council Council, Internationa l
Health Conference , Verbatim Record of Plenary Meetings, Document Mo.
c/H/P.V./L of 27 June 191*6, p. 1.
7Ibid., p. 7. eibld. 9Ibid., p. 8.


















that portion of the new organisation's constitution dealing with re-
gional arrangements. At the fifth plenary meeting , held on 21 June
19U6, Dr. U. A. Tiaaaraaa (Motherlanasj was unanimously elected Chairman
of Coamittee V* The first meeting of this coaaittee was held at Hunter
1 r\
College on the aorning of 27 June.
The primary document the committee had for reference was Section
XII, dealing with regional arrangements, which had been submitted by the
Technical Preparatory Coamittee as part of the proposed constitution.
It will be remembered that the Preparatory Coamittee offered alternate
proposals* This priaary document, including proposals "A" and "B, w
was supplemented by brief historical backgrounds of the Sanitary, Mari-
time and Quarantine Board of agypt and the Pan American Sanitary Bureau
prepared by the secretariat of the Unitea Motions. 1 * Also, before Coa-
mittee V at its first meeting was a joint proposal from the delegations
of Argentina, Colombia, and Mexico which recommended thatt
Wherever health organisations of a regional character already
exist and the operation and organisation of which enjoy the
support of the governments of the respective countries, said
organisation shall be maintained and shall have the character
of regional committees or offices with all their resources and
services for the purpose of the World Health Organisation, of
10A11 committees of the Health Conference were committees of the
whole. To permit aaximum participation by the many small delegations,
efforts were made to schedule only one committee meeting at any given time.
11Supra
, pp. lo-l8.
^United nations Economic and Social Council, International
Health Conference , Working Documents of Committee V-Hegional Arrangements,
Document Mos. e/H/RA/W.i of 25 June 191.6 and t/H/RA/w.2 of 25 June 191.6.
;^nmm
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which they shall constitute a part by swans of mutual agreements.
There shall be no more than one regional organisation in any given
zone .
W
The aeeting opened with the election of Dr. Thomen (Dominican
Republic) as Vice-Chairnan and Major C. Hani (India) as the Committee's
Rapporteur. lil A general discussion immediately followed with Surgeon-
Qencral Thomas Parran (United States) making the initial statement. 1^
Or. Parran pointed out that the Us* Charter , in Chapter VIII, authorised
the existence of regional arrangements. Although his delegation sup-
ported the establishment of a single world-wide health organisation, it
also felt that there were certain health activities which could most
effectively be carried out on a regional basis. He further contended
that both alternatives "A" and "B" recognised this principle, and it was,
therefore, merely a problem of how best to utilise the existing organi-
sations. He went on to say that since health problems were global in
nature, the WHO should have "paramount authority," but "the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau should be tied closely with the World Health Organization
by appropriate agreements sufficiently flexible to meet any contingency.*11 '
Dr. Parran, therefore, proposed a rewording of that portion of Section
XII of the proposed constitution which dealt with existing regional
United nations (Economic and Social Council, International
Health Conference, Working Documents of Committee V, Document Mo.
i^H/RA/W..; or~2Tjune 19ii6.
^United Nations ScoMfttc and Social Council, International
Health Conference , 'Working Documents of Committee V, Document No.
£7H7&/wvTof~2T~June 1^6, p. 1.





organization*. In essence, the rewording would provide for integra-
tion by oaana of special agreements. Despite this concession on
"integration,* the U. S. draft resolution envisioned a certain amount of
Bureau autonomy. It included such phrases as "continuation of present
work in harmony," "existence and continuance of the Pan American Con-
ference of national Health Directors be expressly recognised, » "Bureau
continue in executing . . . programs," and "special programs ... be
financed independently." i6
The rewording of Section XII, as veil as the draft resolution
outlining relationships between the World hfealth Organisation and the
Pan American sanitary Bureau, proposed by the United states, gained
immediate support from Latin American republics. Drs. Paula Souza
(rirazil) and Angel R. Gines (Paraguay) each expressed the desirability
19
of coexistence. Supporting their convictions for Bureau autono*
each further recalled the Chapultepec resolution, "that any world-wide
public health organisation duly recognise the continental character of
the Pan American Sanitary Bureau. "2i)
In supporting the U. S. proposal, Dr. Bejarano (Colombia) pleaded
for a spirit of conciliation and understanding. In noting that
l
'For a complete text of the proposed rewording, as well as a
U. S. draft resolution submitted for purposes of discussion, see
United nations Economic and Social Council, International Health con-
ference, Working Documents of Committee V, Document Mo. £/^RA/wJTof
27 June 1916.
Ibid .












comparatively few representatives of Latin American countries had been
members of the Technical Preparatory Committee, the report still recog-
nized the need for preserving the usefulness of the Bureau. 21
The strongest support for Bureau autonomy came from Or. Paz
Soldan (Peru). Nc . only did he applaud the U. S. proposal, but he went
even further to state that there was "no place for coapromisfc," the U.
proposal should be accepted without reservation. To emphasize further
his government's position, he pointed out that since the Bureau and its
conference were established and sanctioned by the laws of American
countries, the Peruvian delegation could sign only "with reservation"
any plan for WHu which might weaken the position of the PA5B, because
such a plan "would imply a violation of American liberties and laws." 22
The first opposition to the U. S< position was voiced by Dr. Karl
£vang (Norway). By stating that the primary issue before the committee
was whether there should be "one world health organization or a federa-
tion of several autonomous bodies," he discounted the view that the
problem was merely to determine how best to utilize existing organiza-
tions «*3 While conceding the necessity for regional offices and com-
mittees, he strongly emphasized the necessity of creating "a single
21Unitea Nations Economic and gaoial Council, Internationa l
Health Conference
, Working Documents of Committee V, Document No.
c/H/RAA.c of 26 June 1916, p. 3.
22Ibid., p. .




unified organization." 2^ Rather than recognise Bureau autonomy, Dr.
Evang's position called for the Bureau to beco«e an integral part of the
new world organization.
In opposing the concept of autonomy, Sir Wilson Jameson (United
Kingdom) offered a draft proposal which included such phrases as "pro-
gressive integration," "brought into relationship," and "the Bureau
shall be transformed ;" 2l> In a suave attempt to rebut Bureau autonomy,
he conceded the PASS possessed functions no one would wish to disturb;
but he hoped that he had been mistaken in detecting a note of isola-
tionism in the statement of the delegate from Paraguay, "for the American
republics would surely wish to take their proper place as world citizens
and be independent members of the World Health Organization as well as
loyal members of a regional body." 20 After offering a proposed toafcf to
bring about integration, he glibly concluded by stating his belief that
"acceptance of these conditions by members of the Pan American Sanitary
Bureau would bring about a dignified and harmonious solution to a diffi-
cult question. "27
More extreme attacks on regional autonomy were expressed by Drs.
Kaltchenko (Ukraine) and Stampar (Yugoslavia). Supported by a Ukraine
demand to "liquidate" existing health organizations, Dr. stampar felt
"strongly" that the time had come to establish a "single, powerful world
2]
'Ibld.
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health organization." 20 Ha further believed that If the PA3B vera per
Bitted to function as an autonomous organization, it wouia serve as a
precedent for similar regional agencies and thereby weaken the proposed
world organization. In conclusion, he eaphaticaily stated that the
Yugoslav Government would not adhere to any world health organization in
which any group of nations enjoyed special privileges. '&
With these initial positions expressed at early committee meetings
,
It became Increasingly evident that a schism was widening between those
delegations which favored continued autonomy of the PA SB with a dual
allegiance and those who urged that existing agencies be transformed
integral, subordinate offices with a single allegiance to the pro-
posed world organization. Mo immediate attempt was made to bridge the
gap when, with the third committee meeting, a number of Latin American
states rallied to guard against the possible extinction of their rtyional
agency.
Dr. Vallarino (Panama), in supporting the U. S. proposal for an
"appropriate agreement, 11 pleoged full cooperation with the VHD but
insisted on the continued existence of the PA.SB. He repeated the
Peruvian position that the Bureau had been created by international
agreements and legislative acts and only by new legislation could its
status be altered. J
2dIbld., p. 3. 29iMd.
-*°United Nations Economic and Social Council, International
Health Conference, Working Documents of Committee V, 'Document Mo. i/H/RA/






Or. Fiallos (Honduras) felt that the Chapultepec resolution had
imposed the duty upon American republics to protect the continued
existence of tne Bureau) while Dr. Never* s (Ecuador), in agreeing, be-
lieved that some type of formula should be found to harmonise its func-
tions. 31
While Ore. Mora Otero (Uruguay) and Bustamente (Mexico) supported
the U. S» proposal and reiterated the need to find a suitable agreement,
the Mexican celeuate added a sage warning. While agreeing with the
general principle of a single world organization, he supported the con-
cept of regional offices and, as such, cautioned that it would be
extremely unwise to abolish already functioning regional organisations
since almost everyone agrcea on the impossibility of creating a new
world organisation which could immediately and effectively absorb exist-
ing functions anc responsibilities.3'
With an eye toward the pan Arab League and the Bureau at Alexandria,
delegates from both cgypt and Syria spoke in favor of th« continuation of
existing regional agencies, and cited as Justification for this position
the recognition of regional arrangements by the US Charter. 3 *1
As Dr. Togba (Liberia) and Lieutenant Colonel Latshmanan (India)
retorted by rejecting the principle of dual allegiance and stressing the
need for subjugating independent regional organizations, it 3oon became
apparent that some definite steps were urgently needed to close the ever-
widening gap separating the two factions.
3 iIbid






An attempt at conciliation was made by Dr. Sseaing Sze (China)
when he pointed out that to* two alternatives under consideration were
not so widely divergent.-* 44 in effect, he called ior a single fer*uia
wnich woulu not only recognise that the world organization should he
supreme , with regional oil ices an integral part, but also that such a
condition oust be brought about by a "gradual merging, 1 -' Rather than
extreae pressure to aemand immediate subordination oi the existing
regional agencies, ur. ..ze advocated special agreements which would
facilitate progressive Merging. In paying tribute to the accomplish-
ments oi the f*SB, the Chinese delegate indicated the belief that if his
proposal was accepted it would permit the continued existence of the
oureau in a new iora and on a broaa*r scale than previously.
I . Qavaiiion (France; made a similar attempt to bridge the gap.
While supporting the principle oi a united, 3 ingle world health organi-
zation controlling its regional offices, he conceded that the conference
aust face the facts. There existed an agency, the rtiifa, which was
serving a whole hemisphere in a remaritaftle manner. Hs deplored unneces-
sary destruction ana, therefore, called for arrangements with the Bureau
which woui-i permit the utilization of its resources and services by the
proposed world ooay.3°
Mlith a number of varied opinions having been expressed, the third
meeting 01 uhe committee adjourned, undoubtedly, the following day,
which was Sunday, proved a welcome respite for many of the delegates.
3lIbid
., p. $, 35jbid. 36a, id., p . 6.
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For some it may have provided an interlude for meditation} for, in
rending the record of proceedings for the next committee meeting held on
Monday, l July, one is eble to preceive en ever so slight shift town
the "center.' everal delegates, of course, retained and expressed
37
extreme views, but, in general, positions expressed vert not so un-
reasonable.
Dr. GromaschevsKy (USSR) confessed that the problem facing the
committee was indeed a difficult one. He supported Alternative "A" pro-
posed by the Preparatory Committee as being the closest to providing a
strong world organisation. He conceded that perhaps existing organisa-
tions could be transformed into regional offices on the basis of "tem-
porary agreements which would insure their continued activity. toith
regard to the PA 3 specifically, he believed there had been a misunckt
standing in that no one actually desired the Bureau to cease existence;
on the contrary, everyone recognized its experience and value from which
the new world organisation could benefit. In conclusion, Or. Gromaschev-
iky stated that the primary issue facing the conference and, in particu-
lar, this committee, was how the new worlc organization shoul i function
and how it might unite other organizations. He added that in this
3^Guatemala showed an unwillingness to sacrifice the Bureau,
while Byelorussia anc South Africa advocated immediate and complete
absorption. See United lations economic and social Council, Inter-
national Health Conference , Working Documents of Committee V, Document















uniting process other organizations should natural ly expect "to lose
their sovereignty to a degree.*^'
/eral Latin American Delegates similarly offered a more mellowed
approach to the question of relationship betveen the proposed WHD and the
Bureau. It is speculation to say that this more conciliatory position
resulted from a realisation that the PA3B was fully recognized by the
majority of delegations as an extremely valuable organisation and,
therefore, the Bureau's continued existence appeared to be insured. The
major question remaining was to what degree the Bureau would be able to
retain autonomy.
Dr. Bustos (Chile) approved of the continued existence of the
Bureau as a regional organization of the WHO. Such a situation would in
no way impair the functioning of the American Bureau since it woulc
still be applying principles of health. 1
Dr. Moll (£1 Salvador) made a strong plea for unity of action and
collaboration in merging regional organisations into the world organiza-
tion, while Dr. Soteio (Bolivia) added that the WHO should be the
general directing authority, with the PASB acting In harmony. l
r. Sevi 1 la- sacaso (Nicaragua), in giving the final speech of the
meeting, stated that his delegation fully supported the principle of a
strong world organisation. He added, however, that it al30 supported
the continued existence of the PAiB, which had been established by inter-
national agreement anc had become a part of the life of the Americas.




While supporting the U. 3. proposal, he added that those suggestions
offered by China and France also deserved study as a aeans to reach a
)i9
decision*
As the aeetlno rose, diverging opinions appeared to he son*what
closer than they had been previously. The ques tion still remained,
however, whether a unified solution could be found to solve the question
of relationship. Many hours lay ahead and, only after this period of
continued "give and take," could one venture whether the gap had been
closed.
The following oay, 2 July 191*6, the committee's general discussion
was brought to a close with speeches by delegates from Ethiopia, Trans-
jordan, Greece, and Sweden. There were no new positions expressed. In
general, the speeches could be interpreted as conciliatory in nature,
recognising diverging opinions and calling for harmony in reaching an
agreement.*^
Dr. W. A. Timmeraan, Committee Chairman, summarized the view-
points expressed by the more than forty delegates who had spoken.
Recalling the diverging opinions of the Technical Preparatory Committee,
and the alternative solutions which had emerged, it was no surprise to
observe the same condition continuing to exist at the Health Conference.
He emphasized, however, that complete agreement had been reached on many
^2Ibld., p. 6.
^united nations economic and Social Council, international
Health Conference , Working Documents of Committee V, Document Mo.~
"5W^/&VlT*oTTjuly l?i.6, pp. 1-3.
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points] such as, common objectives for raising the standard of health
throughout the world, and the necessity for establishing a single world
health organisation. The only real point at issue appeared to be the
type of relations to be established with existing bureaus, since he
believed the committee agreed that the work of the PA3B had been ex-
tremely valuable and should not be impaired.^
Despite all vievs having been presented, with attempts made at
conciliation, the committee was still far from reaching an acceptable
compromise solution, and still farther from producing an acceptable
section of the constitution which would regulate regional arrangements.
In order to coordinate the various points of view expressed in the
general debate and attempt to devise a formula which would be generally
acceptable to the conference, it was decided to appoint a "Harmonising
Sub-Committee. 1' While dealing with regional arrangements in general,
its primary task would involve, specifically, arrangements to govern the
relationship between VHD and PASB.
In order to have the Harmonizing Sub-Committee a sufficient sits
to represent all diverging views, Dr. Timmeraan suggested the appoint-
ment of three ex- officio plus ten other members. The suggestion was
unanimously approved and a nominating committee, composed of the Chair-
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Several Latin African delegates immediately voiced an objection
that tha proposed sub-committee did not have adequate representation of
the "majority which favoured the continued existence of the Pan Aaerican
Sanitary Bureau."^ 6y a vote of 22 to 12, the committee decided to
reopen consideration of the sub-committee size with a view to wore
equitable representation. The Latins were anything but pacified when
several curopean states immediately recoaaended expanding the sub-
committee to include delegates froa Canada, Ukraine, and Yugoslavia.
Or* Pane (Paraguay) countered by stating that the proposal to enlarge
the aeabership had been aade with the purpose of aore adequately repre-
senting the South Aaerican republics. Following a further exchange of
suggestions, it was finally decided to include an additional three
hi
aeabers to those already nominated.
The Harmonizing Sub-Committee met on 2, 3. and 5 July. Surgeon-
General Parran, in attempting to clarify the U. S. proposal, which had
received considerable support from the Latin Aaerican countries, ex-
plained that it had been meant to stimulate discussion merely. In
principle, he stated that the United states delegation accepted Chinese,
Dr. Souaa (Brazil) Dr. tvang (liorway)
Dr. Sze (China) Dr. Mackenzie (United Kingdom)
Dr. Cava i lion (France) Dr. Parran (United states)
Dr. Hakia (Lebanon) Dr. Qroaaschevsky (USSR)
Dr. Rovirosa (Mexico) Dr. Guzman (Venezuela)
^5Ibld.
^xhose added were Dr. Pas soldan (Peru), Dr. Moll (£1 Salvador),
and Dr. Stamper (Yugoslavia). For the complete exchange plus proposals
see Document Ho. £/H/RA/W.l6, og. £it., pp. it- 6.






French, and Venezuelan proposals since all were directed toward a common
objective. This objective was integration, merger, or some similar
action which would bring the two organisations together.*40
As the sub-committee rehashed the various positions, the gap con-
tinued to narrow. The deliberations became animated when blackboard and
chalk were frequently resorted to for illustrating progressive proposals
an the future of the PASB in the proposed WHD.^ The subcommittee
finally agreed that the Bureau and other regional agencies "should be
integrated" into the new organisation. The following foraula was
unanimously adopted and forwarded to Committee Vi
The Pan American sanitary Organisation and all other existing
inter- governmental regional health organizations shoula in due
course be integrated with the World Health Organization. This
integration should be effected as soon as practicable through com-
mon action based on mutual consent of the competent authorities
of the organizations concerned.
^
c
Committee V reconvened on Monday, 6 July, to consider the sub-
Si
committee's report, which was presented by Dr. Hani, the Rapporteur. ?L
Aside from a brief explanation that the "Pan American sanitary Organiza-
tion" had been used in place of "Pan American sanitary Bureau" in order
to include not only the Bureau, but also the conferences and conventions,
**"For a report of the work of the sub-committee see United nations
Economic and Social Council, International Health Conference , Working
Documents of Committee V, Document Mo. E/H/raTw.I? of 6 July 19kd.
^Disclosed at an interview with Mr. Howard B. Calderwood, Office
of International Economic and Social Affairs, Bureau of International
Organization Affairs, U.S. Department of State, conducted 6 Jure 1963.
5°D©cuaent Mo. c/H/ba/v.19, og. cit., p. 2,
^United Hat ions Economic and Social Council, International Health
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there vu no discussion concerning the proposed formula. Following
unanimous approval, a Drafting Sub-Cocu&ittee was designated to redraft
Alternatives "A" and "B," Section XII, ef the Report of the Technical





The document produced by the drafters included four basic articles
with numerous sub-paragraphs.^ The first article dealt with the es-
tablishment of regional health organizations under the auspices of the
MHD. The second and third articles outlined the functions of the re-
gional committees and offices, respectively. The final proposed article
was the single paragraph formula which was to govern the relationship
between the WHL) and the Bureau.
The proposed draft was submitted to the seventh meeting of Com-
mittee V, held on 11 July, for debate, modification, and approval prior
to being forwarded to the conference plenary for final action. Almost
ail corrections proved routine and minor in nature. The proposed draft
of the article dealing with regional offices, however, prompted a debate
involving substantive change. 5u Two points in question included the
Conference , Working Documents of Committee V, Document Mo. e/H/RA/W.2j
of b* July 19l*6, pp. If.
" 2Ibid . The Drafting *ab-Co«aittee consisted of Dr. See (China),
Dr. Mani "{India), Dr« **oU (El Salvador), rtr. Sandifer (U. S.), and Dr.
Stamper (Yugoslavia).
^Text of proposed Section XII included in the Drafting Sub-
Committee's Report. United Nations economic and social Council, Inter-
national Health Conference , Working Documents of Committee V. Document
Ho. £/*vWW.io oFVi July 191*6.












methods for appointing both Regional Director and regional staff. With
respect to the Regional Director post, Australia, Canada, China, and the
United Kingdom attempted to have greater emphasis placed upon control by
the Executive Board and Director-General in the appointment process
raher than having authority vested in the Regional Committee subject to
the approval of the Executive Board. The proposed change failed to muster
adequate support, and a majority approved the draft proposal. >$
Canada and the United Kingdom then objected to the proposed
authority for the Regional Director to appoint the regional staff,
charging it as being inconsistent with the concept of total integration.
Surgeon-General parran (U. S.) requested a vote be taken, and it was
again proved that the proposed change of the draft failed to gain sub-
stantial support.^6 The Drafting Sub-Committee's report vas adopted
with only minor change and incorporated into Committee Vf s report to the
conference plenary.-''
The question of regional arrangements finally came before the
conference plenary at its tenth meeting held on the morning of 15 July
191j6. In effect, the plenary was but a theoretical "rubber stamp" for
what had been decided in the various committees. This assumption could
Health Conference , Working Documents of Committee V, Document No.
E7H7RA/Oo of 31 July 19U6.
55ibid., pp. 3f. i>°Ibld., pp. itf.
5?Unlted Nations economic and social Council, International
Health Conference , Report of Committee V on Regional Arrangements
,
Document No. E/H/13 of July 11, 19Uo.

U1
be bated upon the fact that the plenary meeting was a duplication of the
various committees of the whole with virtually identical representation
in the case of aany countries. A review of the records describing
plenary action of committee reports would further support the " rubber
staap" assumption, except in a few cases where a controversy was appar-
ently carried over froa committee meetings • Certain aspects of the
question of regional arrangements could be classified as falling within
the category of controversial exceptions.
Dr. Timaerman, Chairman of the Fifth Committee, opened the tenth
plenary meeting by reviewing his committee's general approach to the
problea.^ u The Committee Rapporteur, Major Mani, was then called upon
to present the report. The Rapporteur prefaced the report with a word
of appreciation to the Harmonising Sub-Committee.^? He then began a
paragraph-by-paragraph presentation of the committee's proposal for that
portion of the constitution which would regulate regional arrangement?
of the proposed WHO.
The four articles comprising Section XII, as presented in the
report, were designated A, fa. C, and 0. The first of these, dealing
with general regional organisation under the auspices of WHO, was
^®This included the number and type of meetings as well as the
appointment and task of the special 16-member Harmonizing i&b-Coamittee.
United nations economic and social Council, international Health Con-
jui^nce , Verbatim Record of Plenary Meetings, Document No. E/tffP.V./IQ
ot 15 July 19kt>, pp. h£.
5?Kajor Manl contended that Committee V was confronted with one
of the "most difficult tasks" of the conference due to the "legacy"
Known as Alternatives "A" and «B" which had been inherited from the Paris
Conference. See ibid., p. 6.
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unanimously approved without comment. ^ It was with the presentation of
Article B that a lively exchange indicated there vere exceptions to the
concept of a 'p ruober stamp." The Article's first paragraph was
approved, as was the second, with only a minor modification in termi-
nology. However, the third paragraph, outlining functions of the
Regional Committees, prompted a comment from the United Kingdom ce lega-
tion. Hr. Phillips (U.n.) requested that provisions he made for the
inclusion of the phrase "subject to the general authority of the
Assembly." One ccxild liken the United Kingdom proposal to removing the
safety valve from a hot pressure cooker; compressed ano restrained steam
was immediately vented.
A lively discussion ensued with Or. Bustamente (Mexico) immedi-
ately voicing strong opposition ana categorically opposing the United
Kingdom proposal. Several delegations were heard favoring each faction,
with Dr. de Paula Souza (Brazil) matting perhaps the most mature and
stirring speech concerning the desired progress toward an acceptable
solution to the problem of relationships. He pointed out that the
conference had just unanimously agreed on Article A, which stated, in
part, that regional organizations would be an integral part of the WHO.
With this basic fact recognized and agreed upon, why had certain dele-
gates insisted upon the insertion of petty items into every paragraph of
the constitution in order that members be constantly reminded, or more
6QIbid., pp. 7-9.
ee ibid




wprecisely admonished, to pay attention? The Brazilian physician in-
sisted that there was no reason for such insertions. It vas an accepted
fact that the PASB would become an integral part of the WHO, the "sole
and universal health organisation." With this agreed fact in mind, the
delegates had to act as gentlemen with mutual trust and in good faith.
Indeed, it would appear that British suavity haa backfired as applause
supported the Brazilian statement.
Or. Thomen (Dominican Republic) immediately called upon the
United Kingdom to withdraw its proposal) however, the British delegate
"hedged" by saying he woulc withdraw if there was implicit acceptance of
the previously approved Article A, paragraph (c), 0J This was a rather
hollow retort, in view of the conference having just approved the para-
graph unanimously. In an attempt to satisfy all concerned, Or. Parran,
the Conference Chairman, proposed the final wording be settled by the
General Drafting Committee. Seeing an honorable retreat, the United
Kingdom agreed to this proposal. Seeing the British on the run and
perhaps recalling the persistent demands for transformation and destruc-
tion of Bureau autonomy, Dr. Pas Soldan (Peru) pressed the "attack" by
demanding a vote. Dr. 5se (China), recalling the Brazilian speech and
realising the United Kingdom would receive negligible or no support on a
vote, stepped in to attempt, also, a "face-saving" tactic. Hs praised
62Supra, p. 29.
^Article A(c) was that portion referred to previously by Dr. de
Paula Souza which provided that "each regional health organization
should be an integral part" of the WHO.
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the speech of Dr. de Paula iouza, and then pleaded with the assembly to
accept the British offer to withdraw its proposal. The Chinese proposal
proved agreeable and the conference "returned to normalcy." Article B,
dealing with regional committees, was then quickly approve d.
''-
Anticipating continuec divergence over the methods of appointing
both Regional Directors and regional staffs, the conference agreed to
defer this portion of the proposed Article C in hopes that wore favorable
terminology could be agreed upon. -7 The following day Mr. Sanolfer, a
U. S. delegate opened the discussion by proposing a revised text for
Article C. The U. S. proposal provided!
(b) The head of the Regional office should be the Regional
Director appointed by the executive Board In agreeaent with
the Regional Committee.
ag (c) The staff of the Regional Office should be appointed in a
aanner to be determined by agreeaent between the 1 rector-
be General and the Regional Director. 66
flr. sandifer stressed the important part concessions had played through-
out the conference) and, in hope that further concessions might be
possible, the U. S. proposal was made in hopes of satisfying variant
positions. The U. I. proposal received immediate support from American
republics as well as European countries. Considered by the USSR as "the
6iiDocument c/H/P.V./lO, op. clt., pp. 25-29.
°
^Ibid
., pp. 29f. For previous dispute, supra, pp. 39f.
°°United Nations Economic and social Council, International
Health Conference, Verbatim Record of Plenary Meetings, Document No.
VhyP.vTTl oTtoJuly 1916, pp. 3f.
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best proposal put forth to the Conference, " it wis eventually voted upon
and carried by vote of kl in favor and 7 opposed. °?
The final draft Article wis the Harmonizing Sub-Committee formula.
Discussion again temporarily delayed approval when Dr. Chisholn (Canada)
pointed out that the real importance of this paragraph rested upon the
definition of the word "integrate." He believed, therefore, that the
conference should go on record as to its meaning. 00 The Canadian
request could have prompted immediate protest; such as, "which dictionary?
which language?* Instead, the Chairman patiently concurred in the im-
portance, but pointed out that a number of days had already been spent
by the Harmonizing Sub-Committee In attempting to coordinate the various
translations of the intended action. To repeat this entire process
again would be extremely time consuming. The Chairman also did not
hesitate to point out that each delegation had been represented on Com-
mittee V and should, therefore, have a clear understanding of the
intended action* The Chairman drew applause as he concluded!
Actually, the result of this paragraph will depend upon the good
will and cooperation of governments rather than upon a defini-
tion • • • •
One final word, and this Is In response to the comment of the
delegate from Canada* It is assumed there will be a provision
in our Constitution under which differences of interpretation
k' Ibld
., pp t l-2d, for a complete discussion.
Dr. Chishola desired confirmation of the cnglish dictionary
meaning of making It whole or entirely becoming part of a single




will be referred to the World Court, end this nay need to be
resorted to conceivably in the future, although I would doubt
it very auch. ?
Mo further coaaent vas made concerning the proposed Article Dj and when
a vote was taken, the •• formula" was unanimously approved.
Thus, the Report of Coamittee V, as amended, was approved in
substance and forwarded to tne General Drafting Committee for smootn anu
legal drafting. The final draft was read to the conference and ap-
proved on the morning oi 22 July lyiiO. That afternoon the eighteenth,
and final plenary aeeting was oevotea to signing the final acts of the
71
conference. The portion of the constitution which dictated regional
relationships was encompassed in Articles kk through 5a comprising
Chapter XI. 2 The opinion prevailed thatt
By unanimously approving Chapter XI as a whole, the Conurence
recorded its view that the elaborate provisions inserted into
the Constitution as to regional arrangements would at one and
the same time assure unity of action by the central Organization
on health matters of world-wide import and allow for adequate
flexibility in handling the special needs of regional areas. 73
°?See ibid
., pp. 32f for entire statement.
7c
*rhe General Drafting Committee was composed of Dr. Melville
(U.K.-Chairman), Dr. Sana (Belgium), Dr. S*e (China), Dr. Hall
Salvador), Dr. Groaashevsky (USSR), and Mr, Sandifer (U.S.). Legal
advice was supplied by a panel composed of Mr. Cote (Canada), Mr. Vailat
(France), Mr. Sandifer (U.S.).
'^-United Nations economic and Social Council, International Health
Conference, Verbatim Record of Plenary iiettings, Document Mc. c/H/P.V./i~
of 22 July I9ki . Sea also United Nations, World Health Organization,
Interim Commission, Proceedings and Final Acts of the International
Health Conference, Official RecorT"oT\HO Mo. 2, June T9Eo7
' 2For text of this Chapter, infra , Appendix A.
^Official Record of WHO Mo. 2, og. clt., pp. 2lf.











Although all twenty-one American republics who were Members of
the Pan A&erican Sanitary Bureau had their delegates sign the proposed
constitution ad referendum , it was clearly understood by all that
"integration11 of the bureau was mandatory, as provided for by verbal
agreement as well as Article ?k of the Constitution. The principles
invoiveu in the problem of relationship had finally been fashioned. The
next hurdle was to bring about an agreement which would facilitate 'inte-
gration in oue course." with an eye toward timely action, the Interna-
tional Health Conference assigned the Interim Commission, aaong other
functions, the responsibility!
Reir To enter into the necessary arrangements with the Pan American
Sanitary Organization anc other existing inter- governmental
regional health organisations with a view to giving effect to
the provisions of Article Sh of the Constitution, which ar- .,
rangetkents shall be subject to approval b(y the Health Assembly. *
71
1
Ibid., p. 111. It is interesting to note he re, in passing, an
error in the conference procedures. Due tc the late hour and a few
minor questions and announcement?, the conference did not (or rather was
not called to) vote specific approval of the Interim Commission's mandate
to enter into arrangements with the PASB. Although the l>th plenary
meeting approved the proposal as a whole, the function of entering into
agreement with the PASB was the only item never to be specifically
adopted by the conference individually. _>ee United Nations economic anc
Social Council, International Heal cerence, Verbatim Record of
Plenary Aeetings, Document Mos. j£7 i lo July iyuo and v / .V./
IS of 18 July I9u6.
.










The Interim Commission of the World Health Organisation was
formally set up by a special arrangement signed on 22 July 19U6 by
governments represented at the International Health Conference. The
coaaission actually began functioning prior to this foraal establishment,
when on 19 July 19lo, the first session was convened in Hew York fol-
lowing its tentative birth at the sixteenth plenary meeting of the
Health Conference. Although the coaaission established a Committee on
Relations and Article 5k of the WHO Constitution had been agreed upon by
the conference, no immediate steps were taken to initiate the "common
action" necessary to bring about Bureau integration.
It was later in the summer of 19lo that the fledgling WHO at-
tempted to open negotiations with the regional health agency of the
Americas. After working out a draft agreement with the United nations,
the Interim Commission's Committee on Negotiations was supplemented by a
*See United Nations World Health Organization, Interim Commission,
Proceedings and Final Acts of the Inte rnational Health Conference,
Official Record of WH0"Ho7 T, "EftC
2Document No. e/H/P.V.16 of 19 July 19U5, United Nations Economic
and social Council, Official Records, International Health Conference
,
Verbatin Record of Plenary Meetings; and The First Ten Years of the World
Health Organization (Geneva* World Health Organization, 1958) > Annex >,'
hereinafter referred to as The First Ten Years
.
The Interim Commission
was composed of eighteen technically qualified experts appointed from the
states of Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Egypt, France, India,
Liberia, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Ukraine, USSR, UK, US,




sub-committee appointed to undertake the task of entering into the
3
necessary arrangements with the Pan American sanitary Organization.
The first step was attempted on 12 August 1916, when the Ministers
of Foreign Affairs of Brazil, Mexico, United states, and Venezuela, as
well as Or. Hugh Gumming, were notified of the sub-coaaittee appointment.
Dr. Gumming, the Bureau Director, was also requested to appoint a corres-
ponding committee in order that representatives of both organizations
could get together and commence negotiations necessary to advance toward
integration.
In correspondence dated 20 August, Dr. Gumming replied that
neither he nor the Directing Council of the Bureau had authority to
appoint a corresponding negotiating group. He went on to mention that
the Pan American Sanitary Conference scheduled to meet at Caracas in
January 1917 could take whatever action it saw fit in the matter. '
procedures and organization, met 19-23 July l?it6. Sec United Nations,
World Health Organization, Interim Commission, Minutes of the First
Session of the Interim Commission, Official Record of the WTO Mo. 3,
mr.
^The Sub-Committee on Negotiations with the PASO was composed of
delegates from Brazil, Mexico, the United States, and Venezuela. It was
guided by the principles contained in Article 5k of the Constitution and
paragraph I (g) of the Special Arrangement signed 22 July 191*6
.
^United Rations, World Health Organization, Interim Commission,
Minutes of the Second Session of the Interim Commission
,
Official
Records 0? IKe WHO io.T7 l^JfTp- 120T* ~~"
Ibid ., Annex 21 lor the text of Dr. Cumaing's letter as well as
other initial steps taken in attempting to reach an agreement. The
early status of negotiations with the Pan American Sanitary Organization
is also contained in Document WHO.IC/W.19 of 26 October l?li6«
arid n» lg *•-. 'lMoa-4aw
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Sot satisfied with the reply of the Bureau Director, Dr. Parran,
acting for the Committee on Negotiations , again requested Dr. Gumming to
appoint a similar negotiating committee from the Bureau.
It was almost a aonth before a reply was forthcoming from the
Bureau Director. The reply from Dr. Gumming was addressed to jr. Parran
with a copy also sent to Dr. Brock Chisholm, Executive Secretary of the
Interim Commission, Its contents stunned many an observer. Among other
things. Dr. Gumming disclosed that he had convened a meeting of the
Bureau's Directing Council at Havana on 1 October 19ij6. He vent on to
explain that of three committees appointed for the Havana meeting, one
was for the purpose of surveying relationships with other organizations.
The report prepared by this committee was unanimously adopted by the
council and called the Health Declaration of Havana.
?
The undertakings of the Directing Council at Havana, which dealt
with proposed relationships between the Bureau and the new world organi-
sation, must be classified more as an obstruction to integration rather
than an attempted accommodation. It would appear the council became
preoccupied with a fear of the Bureau losing its autonomy.
The Havana meeting, in rationalising continued Bureau independ-
ence, stressed four factors which were contrary to the previously agreed
principles embodied in Article $k of the WHO Constitution. First, the
°Official Records of the WHO Mo. u, op. clt.
, p. 100. The letter
from Dr. Parran to Dr. Cumming was dated 27September 19ko.
Official Records of the WHO Mo. i, og. cit., pp. lOlf, for text
of the Declaration.












council reaffirmed the Chapultepec resolution pertaining to the position
o
of the Pan American sanitary Bureau. Second, the council stated that
the Pan American sanitary Code of 1921 had force of law In all twenty-one
republics of the Americas and governed Inter-American sanitary coopera-
tion in all Its aspects. The Havana meeting also took note of the fact
that the San Francisco delegates recognised the importance of preserving
agencies or arrangements of geographic areas and, through the formulation
of Chapter VIII of the UN Charter, gave continued Importance to regional
relations. Finally, the Directing Council of the Bureau contended that
the International Health Conference had been called to establish a
single world health organization to replace those paralyzed by war. In
carrying out this task, the conference had not specified that organiza-
tions In full operation and capable of achieving their objectives should
disappear. i0
Having cited these factors, the council's declaration could only
be interpreted as being contrary to the formula agreed upon by the Inter-
national Health Conference. Though elasticity was provided in the time
element by the phrase "in due course," Article 5ii was quite clear in the
provisions that the Bureau "shall ... be integrated with the Organiza-
tion." One may very well interpret the Havana Declaration as the
Organization ! A Stud£ In Decentral ized International Administration








peroration of the hard core of fanatics opposed to the ainutest loss of
Bureau autonomy. In opposing the principle set forth in Article ik, the
council declared that the Bureau had been a determining factor in the
progress of the Aaericas and, therefore, oust he retained to handle the
public health problems and related policies which effected cooperation
aaong Aacrican republics. With specific reference to integration, the
council declared that in order for both organisations to " integrate
their alas" the Aacrican republics should define the scope of Article
51 toi
. . . prevent this integration froa affecting the identity of the
Bureau, froa lessening it3 administrative autonomy, limiting its
economic independence, disturbing its essential and progressive
development and from detracting froa its character as a conti-
nental co-ordinating health organization of the Americas. Ai
The Havana Declaration then proceeded to call upon governments of
the hemisphere to make reservations when ratifying the WHO Constitution.
Three primary objectives of reservations were* (1) to permit the Pan
American Sanitary Bureau to maintain its "identity, integrity and future
development" under its "own policies,' (2) to provide a basis whereby
Chapter XI of the constitution aight be ignored when provisions con-
flicted with Bureau policies and statutes, and (3) to provide for the
integration agreement to contain provisions for PASB quotas to be deducted
froa respective ¥H0 contributions.&
The Havana Declaration wag a shock to many world health leaders.
Dr. Parran (U. 5.), a member of WHO'S Interim Commission, stated
uIbld., p. 102. l^xbld., p. 103.
*'..'. B3








emphatically that his country had not attended the Havana meeting of the
Directing Council of the PASB, had not been Informed of its agenda, and
in no way had participated in formulation of the council's resolution.
He vent on to indicate that the United states Government had been in-
formed of the declaration's contents after it had been adopted. In
voicing strong support for the fledgling world organization, Dr. Parran
not only Indicated that the United States would strongly support accept-
ance of the WHO Constitution without reservation, but also would offer
its good offices in an attempt to influence those Latin American coun-
tries which harbored reservations. The three other members of the
Interim Commission's Negotiating Sub-Committee (Brazil, Mexico, and
Venezuela) joined the United states in expressing unanimous support of
earliest acceptance of the constitution "without reservation" and at-
tempted to soften the blow of the Havana Declaration by noting that only
one third of the American republics were represented on the Directing
Council.
^
In anticipating protest to the reservations called for by the
declaration, Dr. Gumming further noted in his letter of 21 October that
he differed with those who believed the WHO would be weakened and ruined.
jr. Gumming cited his own previous experience and ventured that, when
1
-
>3a« ibid., p. 17i also Berkov, op. clt., p. 60. Or, Parran's
statement was" made at the fifth meeting of tfuTsecond session of the
Interim Commission on 8 November 19U6.
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everyone sat down together, they could reach agreement to benefit and
increase the advantage oX all health "without destroying existing or-
ganizations." He concluded by mentioning the need for cooperation, but
qualified cooperation, by saying "at the same time preserving the
15
interest of the Western Hemisphere."
It night be well to insert a short explanation of the relation-
ship between two Americans at this point} Doctors Parran and Cuming.
This would, indeed, seem desirable in view of Dr. Parran* s emphasis in
disassociating his Government from a meeting convened and attended by Dr.
Gumming.
Dr. Parran was surgeon- General, U.S. Public Health service, and
the chief delegate representing the Government of the United states at
various international health organization meetings. This included pres-
entation of the United States position in matters other than those of a
purely technical nature.
Dr. Cuaming, the immediate retired Surgeon of the U.S. Public
Health Service with a long and distinguished record in the field of
International health work, was not a representative of the Uni. . states
Government in matters pertaining to establishment of the new WHD. After
retiring from the USPH3 in l$Jb he devoted full time to the duties as
Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau. Rather than being a
member of a national diplomatic staff, Dr. Gumming was an international
i5Ibld., p. 102.
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civil servant. His opposition to immediate, total integration was not a
capricious reaction to feared loss of Bureau independence , but rather a
diligent attempt to promote a sy^teu which he thought best served
hemispheric health problems. The elements of independence, impartiality
and integrity which constituted his loyalty to the Bureau demand praise.
It was at the Twelfth Pan American Sanitary Conference held at
Caracas, Venezuela, in January 19u7, that the two organizations approached
mutual accord in searching for a satisfactory agreement. Up until this
time, the principle of integration had been approved only by the Inter-
national Health Conference which had been convoked to establish the new
world organization. Though representatives of the twenty-one American
republics had supported the conference decision, the only voice heard
from the PASB during 19U6 was that of its Director and Directing Council.
Apparent opposition to the integration formula seemed to echo earlier
fears of destroyed independence and autonomy. The Caracas Conference
reversed this position. Although progress continued to be rather slow
in arriving at an agreement, the Bureau agreed to the principle of inte-
17
grat Ion. '
Before proceeding with the Caracas Conference's progress toward
an agreement, two other accomplishments are worthy of note. Dr. Fred L.
*'For information concerning this Key conference, see Pan American
,anltary Organization, Acts of the Twelfth Pan American janitary Confer-
ences Caracas January 11- 2k , 1^H7 , Publication Mo. 2L1 (Washington!
PASB, 19II97I Also see United Nations, World Health organization,
Interim Commission, Minutes of the Third Session of the Interim Commis-
sion
, Official Record of the"v?HO~So. 5, 1917, Annex W, and Bustamante,










mit, most prominent as the originator and director oi an aedes aegypti
eradication campaign, and a highly respected nember of the Rockefeller
Foundation, was unanimously elected to succeed Dr. Cumming as Bureau
Director. Following his twenty-seven years of outstanding service, Dr.
Cunning was endowed with the title of Director Emeritus. Secondly,
"in recognition of the regional agency's value in promoting health in
the Americas," a plan was adopted to reorganize PASO into four organs:
(1) the Pan American Sanitary Conference which remained the supreme
governing body of the organization and which would neet every four years;
(2) the Directing Council, to consist of one representative of each
member of the organization, to ne*t each year between the meetings of the
conference} (3) the executive Committee to be composed of seven repre-
sentatives elected by the Directing Council from a&ong its members) and
(k) the Pan American sanitary Bureau, composed of its Director and
staff. ° Along with this reorganization, rules, regulations, and
authority of the organs as well as a new constitution for the PASO were
agreed upon. 20
Returning to the Caracas Conference efforts to fin- a basis for
mutual agreement, a special committee consisting of all American
J3ustamante, jop. fjt., p. 16.
19PASO Publication So. 2Ul, 0£. jflt.
^°For the final text which remains in effect through the present,
see PAUL/ Official Document No. 17, op. clt., pp. y-io. The final draft
of the constitution was prepared by the ixecutive Committee on instruc-
tions outlined by the conference, and than in agreement with the
Director, the committee convoked a meeting of the Directing Council to







republics was appointed to study a number of proposals. Throughout the
actings, there was evidence that alsunderstanding concerning Chapter XI
of the WHO Constitution, and particularly Article $k, still persisted.
Echoes of the 19h6 New York arguments over "autonomy," Integration," and
"absorption" were frequently heard. 21 a number of delegates realised
the need to reorganize and adapt to the new concepts of international
health work. They were hesitant, however, since PASO was still con-
sidered an effective organization. Others were hesitant to enter into
agreement with a "temporary organization14 symbolized only by an Interim
Commission. Integration with this "noi-existant organisation" which had
not yat firmed programs, policies, and activities pertaining to the
eastern Hemisphere was indeed dangerous speculation, emerging from the
Caracas Conference was the consensus that it would be unwise to press
for an immediate agreement. Accordingly, the conference was content
merely to lay a basis for satisfactory agreement "in due course.' 22
After considering a proposed draft agreement by the WHO Sub-
Committee, the Caracas Conference formulated principles to guide the
Directing Council of PASO in negotiations with the Interim Commission.
The conference further empowered the council eventually to conclude an
agreement without the necessity of approval by governments or a
21See PASO Publication Mo. 2lU, og. cit, for proceedings.
22The slow approach was also considered most desirable by WHO's
Sub-Committee on negotiations with the PASO, the members of which also
served as representatives of their governments at the Caracas Conference.









subsequent inter-American Sanitary Conference. In formatting guide-
lines , the conference also specified that both it and the Bureau should
continue to function In its continental character. The primary limita-
tions placed on the council vas that the agreement should not enter into
effect until after WHO had bean established, the World *alth Assembly
had approved the terms, at least fourteen American states had ratified
the WHD Constitution, and the Director had signed on behalf of the
conference.2*4
The initial draft agreements prepared by each of the organisa-
tions coincided on a number of points. Among these Items of initial
agreement werei (1) the Conference and Bureau would continue to func-
tion in their continental character and retain their na«ies$ (2) the
Conference and Bureau would act as WHD regional committee and office,
and as such add sub-titles to their names} (3) the Regional Director
would report to the Director-General of the WHOj (U) all self-governing
states of the Western Hemisphere could become members of the Pan American
Sanitary Organisation provided they complied with the obligations of
membershipj and (5) territories not responsible for the conduct of their
international relations would be entitled to representation at the Pan
American Sanitary Conference when it was functionlHEs the regional
committee, as provided la Article 1*7 of the WHD Constitution. 2^
^Ibid. Sea Appendix I and II to the Sub- ComaIttee's Report.
2i
*Ibld.
25rhe text of both draft agreements may be found as Appendix I
and III to the Sub-Committee's Report. See ibid., pp. Ill- 117.
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mDiverging views persisted in such natters as the mechanics of
program formulation, contribution and financial arrangements, and ap-
pointiaent of the Regional Director.
Though it has bean said that "feet still dragged" on concluding
an agreement, 2? the Twelfth Pan American Sanitary Conference did much to
unite mutual interests and efforts. The Interim commission officially
expressed appreciation of the good will manifested by the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau at its Caracas Conference. 2c Factious eleaents were
being drawn closer together.
In the executive- Secretary's Report to the Fourth Session of the
Interim Commission, it was reported that there existed a considerable
amount of active cooperation between the Bureau and the Interim Commis-
sion's Secretariat. The report went on to note that Dr. Soper had
represented the Interim Commission of WHJ at the First Assembly of the
International Civil Aviation Organization which met in Montreal. The
Bureau Director also cooperated in the collection of information on
needs for and supply of insulin, public information projects for Spanish-
speaking countries, ana various personnel matters involving special
26Ibld,
2
'Berkov, op. £it., p. 60.
290fficial Record of Wtt) Bo. 5, og. cit.
,
p. 25. At the same
masting, the Commission's appreciation was expressed, Dr. Soper, the new
Bureau Director, stated the PASB was anxious to expand the valuable work
it had been doing and "though it was not adverse to doing so within the
framework of the WH3," it had to have the assurance that integration
with the organisation would not hamper its work in the Western Hemi-
sphere.











needs. The report of the Executive-Secretary stressed, "Relationships
have been entirely co-operative and friendly.
«
2^
During the fourth session of the commission, the Sub-Committee on
negotiations with the PASO continued its search for an acceptable agree-
ment. Using the previous Interim Commission draft plus the Caracas
draft for guidelines, a second draft proposal waj produced which at-
tempted to conciliate the few points of divergence. Concessions were
made which recognized the principles of separate Bureau programs,
sanitary conventions and standards. Recognition of separate budget and
financial arrangements was also conceded by the new WHO draft. A modi-
fied proposal to govern the appointment of Regional Director and staff
was also offered.^
The new sub-committee draft agreement was submitted to the
Interim Commission for approval in anticipation of further negotiations
with the Directing Council of PASO to resolve the remaining discrepancies
^Report of the Executive- Secretary, Document WHD.IC/87 of August
l?h7. Report also included in United nations, World Health Organization,
Interim Commission, Minutes of the Fourth Session of the Interim Com-
mission
, Official Record of IhVwlfe ho. 6, 19U«, pp. olf
.
3°The conflict over appointment of the regional directors had
persisted since the early days of the Technical Preparatory Committee.
In its simplest terms, it was a matter of deciding who would have ul-
timate authority in determining what person should fill the post. The
original proposal by the Interim Commission provided only for appoint-
ment In accordance with the vague Article 52 of the constitution. The
Bureau stipulated at Caracas that "no person may be named to the post
. . . unless he has received the vote of two-thirds of the American
Republics." The modified proposal urafted at the fourth session of the
Interim Commission qualified Article 52 by conceding that if agreement
could not be reached, the Board would appoint a person elected by two-










which barred complete harmony. 31 After considering a proposed modifica-
tion by the Canadian delegate, the commission approved the sub- committee
draft. It was submitted for consideration to the first meeting of the
Pan American Sanitary Organization's newly established Directing Council
which met at Buenos Aires, Argentina, 2U September through 1 October
19U1.
Item six of the bii ing Council's first agenda was the "Rela-
tions of the Pan American sanitary Organisation with tne World Health
Organization. "33 with Dr. Chisholm seated as an observer for the
Interim Commission, the council appointed a committee to tackle the
question of relations. Composed of delegates from Brazil, Cuba,
Honduras, Mexico, and Venezuela, the committee studied the proposed
draft agreement offered by the Interim Commission's sub-committee.
3J-Text of draft contained in Document WHj.IC/r/2u of h September
19hli draft also reproduced in Official Record Ho. 6, op^ cjt., pp. l6?f.
3?in addition to minor wording changes which did not add to the
substance of the proposed agreement, the Canadian modification proposed
that "in keeping with tradition" the Pan American titles be placed after
WHO titles in all names. The proposal would also have deleted all ref-
erence to Pan American titles in the agreement and used the names
"regional committee, office, and director." The Canadian's failure to
recognize a separate budget was complemented by the proposed deletion of
any provisions for revising or modifying the agreement eventually con-
cluded. Justification for these latter two points was that if the
Canadian proposal were accepted, the PASO would become an "integral part"
of the WHO. The Canadian proposal submitted as Document WHD.IC/121 of 9
September 191+7 was not adopted.
™For a summary of proceedings see Pan American Sanitary Organi-
zation, Final Reports of the First
,
Second and Third Meetings of the










Through the course of eighteen meetings, a nunber of "discrepancies'
were noted as being contained in the WHO proposal. In response to these
"discrepancies" the committee submitted, and the council subsequently
adopted, a resolution which provided that the "Pan American sanitary
Organisation should continue to function as an independent entity for
the solution of problems of continental character." To this was added a
new proposed draft agreement. 3u
The Buenos Aires draft came close to approaching what was even-
tually adopted as the agreement between the two organisations.-^ Xt was
reduced to ten paragraphs, with numbers 1, i>, 6, 7, o, and 10 ultimately
being adopted verbatim, and numbers 2 and 3 being accepted with only
minor modifications in woraing. The only substantive pro&lem involved
paragraphs k and 9 which dealt with provisions for appointing the
regional director and modifying the agreement.
The problem involving appointment of the regional uirector proved
to be a simple matter to straighten out. A Joint note on integration
submitted to the fifth session of the Interim Commission by the United
States and Braail pointed out that PASO's insistence that the regional
director be approved by two-thirds of the American republics was not
inconsistent with the provisions of the WHO Constitution, since Article
I£ili For text als0 se* United nations, World Health Organiza-
tion, Interim Commission, Minutes and Documents of the Fifth Session of
the Interim Commission
, Official Record's ofThe W©Tb/"T, 19113, pp.
"
^For a text of the final agreement, infra, Appendix b.
e*w
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L9 permitted regional committees to adopt their ovn rules of procedure
and since the regional director was to be appointed in agreement with
the regional committee as specified in Article 52, there seeaed to be no
grounds for objection. The United states and Brazilian note expressed
the opinion that mention of specific procedures in the agreement was
unnecessary.^
Provisions for modifying the agreement was another natter.
Previous proposals had provided for modification by mutual agreement.
Paragraph 9 of the Buenos Aires proposal advocated a unilateral preroga-
tive when it stated, "this Agreement may be revised or annulled by
either of the parties with a year's notice."^' It may not be too absurd
a speculation to analyse the council's radical shift in principle as
being somewhat of a response to the unsuccessful Canadian proposal which
advocated deletion of provisions for modification.^
Whatever the reason may have been which prompted the PASO Council
to advocate unilateral abrogation, it was unsatisfactory with the world
3
°US-Brazil note submitted as Document WHD.IC/157 of 26 January
1916. Text also contained in Official Record No. 7, op. cit., pp. 207-
209.
^Official Record No. 7, op. cit., p. 20b. It should be noted that
the council made the proposal subject to legal consultation.
3°Supra
, p. 61. The Canadian desire was to "absorb" or "Inte-
grate" the Bureau into WHO in the single step of signing an agreement.
The regional organization was not about to surrender completely its
inoependence to an unknown force, or more appropriately, an unknown
practitioner. Accordingly, it would appear the council wished to stress
the fact that PASO was an autonomous agency and intended to preserve its







organization. In preparing the report to be submitted to the first
World Health Assembly, the delegates attending the fifth, and final,
session of the Interim Commission recommended that negotiations between
the sub- committees of the two bodies be continued vith a view to ob-
taining removal of the paragraph which referred to revision or annulment
after one year's notice. The Interim Commission's report went on to
recommend further that inter- secretariat collaboration continue pending
39
the conclusion of a revised draft agreement acceptable to both parties.
The outstanding reality which faced the initial session of the
World Health Assembly had been noted almost five months earlier in the
note submitted to the Interim Commission by the United States and
Brazil. It involved acceptance of the fact that "integration" and
health operations must be differentiated. Each had to be undertaken as
a separate task without either becoming dependent upon the other. As a
result, the Assembly attempted to launch the new world organization's
operations by ignoring the lack of formal agreement and best promoting
the principles of world health through informal working arrangements
with the Bureau for matters involving the Americas.
With the exception of paragraph 9 which dealt with "unilateral
annulment," the draft agreement proposed by the PA90 Directing Council
39Por a text see United Nations, World Health Organization,
Interim Commission, Report of the Interim Comaisslon to the First World
Health Assembly-Part I, OffTclaTRecords of" ihe Wfo MoT TTi$f&7p^~-
k°Supra, p. 63.
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««s approved by the First World Health Assembly and forwarded to the
World Hsalth Organization's Executive Board. The Board revised the pro-
visions of paragraph 9 so that either party could initiate a supplement
to the agreement , but both were required to approve the recommendation.
With this modification, the draft agreement was forwarded to the second
meeting of the pan American sanitary Organisation's Directing Council
scheduled to meet at Kexico City 6 through 12 October X9hB, Designated
agenda item 3, the draft was carefully reviewed by a Working Committee
on Relations composed of Bolivia, Brazil, Cuba, Honduras, Mexico,
Panama, Peru, United states, Uruguay, and Venezuela, on the recommenda-
tion of this committee, the council approved the draft agreement and
resolvedt
To authorize the Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau to
sign this agreement with the World Health Organization on the
basis of the authorization given at the XII Pan American Sanitary
Conference, when at least fourteen American countries have
ratified the Constitution of the World Health Organizat ion. «*1
It was U April 191*9 that fourteen American republics had
finally ratified the WH) Constitution. On 2l May 19k9, the agreement
klpAsO Publication Ho. 217, ojd. cit., p. 12. With the basic
principles involved in concluding an agreement having been concurred in
by both the PASO Directing Council and the WHO Interim Commission, the
movements of the proposed draft agreement through the Assembly, Board,
and then back to the council could be classified procedural and, there-
fore, have been only lightly touched upon. The routine process may be
found in detail In United Nations, World Health Organization, Interim
Commission, Report of the Interim Commission to the First World Health
Assembly
,
Parts I and" II, Official Records of^HO H03. 9 and 10, l&fcj
also World HealtH organization, The First World Health Assembly
,
Official
Records of WHO So. 13, l°U6j also iforld Health Organization, £KfcCutlye
Board First and Second Sessions , Official Records of WHO Ho. Ik, 19h^\
ancTJinally paSO Pub lTcatTorTTio . 2li7, op. cit.
qrtvnm
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between the World Health Organization anc the Pan African Sanitary
organization was signed in Washington, D. C. by Dr. Brock Chisholm,
Director-General of WHO, and Dr. Fred L. Soper, Director of the PA3B.
It entered into force on 1 July 191+9.
^
2
The apparent delay in concluding a formal agreement should not be
construed as having undermined the promotion of world health. Not only
did inter- secretariat cooperation permit effective coordination of
efforts, but working arrangements were concurred in by the Director-
General of WHO and the Director of the PASB.^3
It would, perhaps, be beneficial to pause briefly and reflect
upon the agreement signed by the chief administrators of both organiza-
tions on 2u May 19U9. Though classed by some as "a first step," the
agreement did not "transform" the Bureau from an autonomous regional
organization into an integral segment of the World Health Organization.
Rather than demand subservience, it was a mutual contract which clari-
fied relatio. If anything, it recognized and conceded certain
independent rights in addition to specifying a number of necessary
obligations to promote international health.
**25ee Bustamante, og. cit
., pp. 5G f. For the complete text of
the agreement, infra , Appendix B.
^These arrangements were codified and agreed to in November
19U6. Since they perhaps provide as much of a basis for cooperation as
does the 191+9 formal agreement, they are included for information as
Appendix C, infra .
k^tie key to independence is Article 9 which recognizes initia-
tive of either and requires consent of both to supplement the agreement.
o*ei9
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The fact of the natter was that with the birth of the new world
organization, the regional health organization of the Americas became no
less real or weaker. It was an agency which had been operating for over
four decades. To sacrifice its benefits to an upstart and unproven
organization seemed not only unprofitable to the welfare of the Western
Hemisphere, but also a sign of regional obtuseness.
An observation submitted to the fourth session of the interim
Commission by Dr. Paz Soidan of Peru deserves recognition ana considera-
tion. In response to the persons who opposed making concessions of any
kind to the PA SB, since It might have set a precedent, the noted
Peruvian physician pointed outi
It Is forgotten that It Is not a question of creating a precedent
but rather of respecting an antecedent.
Gn what he considered the reality of the Caracas meeting and Article Sh
of the WHO Constitution, Dr. Paz Soldan contended that the Pan American
"anltary Conference
i
. . . did not negotiate} It offered Its help In the great task of
safeguarding the health of all peoples In the world .... It did
not abdicate^ It offered Its resources and Its spirit. ^5
Regardless of degree by either organization, the agreement
clarifying relationship was a product of mutual endeavor by both.
"^Peruvian observations pertaining to negotiations submitted as
Document WHD.IC/llti of 11 September 19U7. Reproduced in Official Record
of WK) No. 6, oo. dl., pp. I7lf.
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THE REALITY OF DECENTRALIZATION
Proa its early conception, the World Health Organization has
developed with regional structure a paramount consideration. In its
first comprehens ive study of this structure, the World Health Organisa-
tion's Executive Board attempted to clarify "rationalization" by
explaining!
A centralized organization concentrates administrative authority
and policy making at headquarters. In a decentralized organiza-
tion, the governing body, or a person vested with powers by the
governing body, delegates certain authority and responsibility
to subordinate units which have a defined structure within the
Organization. Regionalization, properly speaking, connotes the
geographic arrangements used by WHS to establish decentraliza-
tion. 1
Here, then, emerges a significant fact. Regionalization and
decentralization are not synonymous. Though the Board's report acknowl-
edged this | it continued to use the term "regional ization" as all in-
elusive to describe the structure and function of the organization.
"Regional" is not an absolute term. As Hanger states*
What is regionalism? What is a regional organization? Neither
In the Charter of the United Nations nor in the Charter of the
Organization of American States is a definition of regionalism
*World Hsalth Organization, "Organizational study on Regionaliza-
tion," Report of the Executive Board, Eleventh Session. Official Records
of the mTRntfri9ft, 9. 1^7:
25ee ibid
., pp. 1^7- 18U. For an outstanding, comprehensive study
of organization and structure with decentralized function see Robert
Berkov, The World Health Organization ! A Study to Decentralized Inter-












to be found. Both contain an enumeration of principles and a
statement of the nature ana purpose of the organisations.
3
Definitions which have bean attempted usually refer to geographic con-
tiguity, historical antecedents, or analogous political , economic,
social and cultural interests and problems. One might say the ends
desired determined the means employed in arriving at various definitions.
The most obvious example of inconsistent regional definition is the
United nations system, where a variety of regional arrangements exist
among the specialised agencies which do not remotely resemble the six
regions of WHD. Even the health organization itself contributed to
inconsistency. Groups of countries comprising the six regions estab-
lished by the First World Health Assembly have undergone several
modifications to facilitate smoother adoption of decentralized function.
Decentralization is the accurate description of WH) function.
The mere process of delimiting an area and opening a regional office for
that area is not decentralization. Decentralization involves an actual
transfer of authority from a higher to lower level. It is a superior*
s
delegation of authority to a subordinate.^
^William Manger, Pan America In Crisls i The Future of the CAS
(Washington* Public Affairs Press, T56TT.
Vor a comprehensive look at this "regional mosaic and inter*
agency cooperation" see Walter R. Sharp, Field Administration In the
United Mat ions System, United Nations Studies Mo. 10, The Carnegie
Endowment For International Peace (Londoni Stevens & Sons Limited,
1961).
^For a more comprehensive study of this process, see David Truman,
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At Berkov points out:
• • • the Important fact worth noting is that as the WO was
progressively regionalized, it was also definitely decentralized
,
and some of its most important function*—planning, programing,
and execution of projects decided upon by the Health Assemblies—
have been decentralized to the regional organizations.^
In further analyzing WHO's birth, Berkov contends the world organization
had to accommodate itself to two situations! (1) organization of
regional offices, and (2) adapting the regional theory to Pan American
Sanitary Bureau realities. To a person searching for the reality of de-
centralization with respect to WHO and PA SB relationship, it would
appear that Berkov fails to place adequate emphasis on the practicable
thesis that pre-existence of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau provided
compelling precedents for the decentralized regional structure of WHO.
As has been noted, the Bureau had a history based upon a success-
ful record of progress, independent finance, and hemispheric cooperation.
It was these "special historical and political reasons that led WHO
initially to set up and later to fortify the role of regional offices
and regional committees in programme construction."? Where other inter-
national agencies were centralized, early conferences quickly indicated
the WHO would not be organized in such a conventional manner. Regionali-
zation had been discussed and favored as early as March 19ii6 with the
Initial meetings of the Technical Preparatory Committee. The constitu-
tion approved by the International Health Conference went one step
^Robert Berkov, og. cit., pp. 70f.
?Sharp, og. £it«> p. 515.

H
further in recognizing established facts. It expanded the concept of
regional izat ion to include also the principle of decentralisation. Most
certainly, the constitution established a single vorlc health organiza-
tion, but it also reconciled with this establishment the antecedent
existence of the regional health agency of the Americas.
Interpretation of regional authority vas probably aost bolaly
professed by Dr. Fred l. Soper* In a forwarding me oraacma which covered
the submission of aid's Executive Board study en regional ization to the
regional committee of the Americas, the Bureau Director statedi
Regionalization iaplylng the existence of regional organizations
in each geographical area having legislative and administrative
,,v responsibility apart from those delegated (decentralized) by the
Assembly, the Board, and the Director-General is the basic con-
cept of the PASC/eHU relationship.
The report of the executive Board on Regional ization to the Sixth
Vorld Health Assembly (X9Sh) was based on the premise that re-
gional means decentralization. The Sixth World Health Assembly
ignored this limited concept and reaffirmed the principles which
r.i prompted the establishment of regionalization in the Constitu-
tion and expressed its belief that the undoubted advantages of
regionalization can be fully achieved only by continued mutual
confidence and cooperation among all those to whom the Consti tu-
tion and the Health Assembly have delegated responsibilTEy and
authority.**
Though extremely liberal, Dr. Soper' s interpretation is far from being
groundless. WHD's regionalization and decentralization have given the
Regional Director, committee, and office genuine and important authority.
The delegation has not been whimsical, but rather deliberate, involving
Q
^Presented by Dr. Soper at the ninth meeting of the PASO Directing
Council at Antigua, Guatemala in September 1956. Italics used by Dr.
Soper for emphasis. See Pan American Sanitary Organization Document
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such Important functions as planning and executing health work of tha
o
region.
Since technical assistance activities dominate International
health work, It would he worthwhile to note briefly the application of
decentralization to these projects. The reality is concisely stated hy
Sharp in citing a senior WHO official's opinion that It is unrealistic
to determine prograas by reaote control fro* Geneva when the "regional
office knows best what can and cannot be done." iJ In promoting aaxiaua
flexibility In organisational arrangements in the interest of enabling
each regional office to be as responsive as passible to the specific
needs of the region and individual countries, WHO headquarters surren-
dered a considerable amount of control over program planning. It is at
the regional level that projects are formulated, initially approved,
experts are appointed, briefed and directed, and their reports are
received and examined. It Is, therefore, at this level that operational
authority is found.
?A list of general and detailed functions of regional offices
amy be found in World Health Organisation, Proposed Kegular Programme
•J* Budget estimates for the Financial Year 1 January- 5 1 December T9o3,
ofTicUI Record of Th*^i€Tio7Tn,H^oT7pr^TT
i0Walter Sharp, op. clt.
, p. 3i5. At another point in his work,
Sharp quotas a WHO official as saying, "Instructions from Geneva • . •
were often (academic' because of lack of any 'real touch' with the field,"
p. 265.
uThe project aalectianand program planning process may be found
in The World Hemith Organisation, The First Ten Years of the feorld Health
Organization (Genevai The World Health Organization, i9$VT> hereinafter




In the cas« of the Americas, it is the Bureau that advises, plans,
initially approves and eventually is responsible for executing the health
work undertaken in the hemisphere. This I MlfcJl work is not aerely WHO
projects, hut rather coordinating and operational responsibility for the
separately financed programs of PAHJ's regular budget, the Community
Hater Supply Fund, the Special Malaria Funa, the GAS Technical Coopera-
tion Program, the Institute of nutrition of Central America and Panama
and related grants, as well as the United Nations Special Fund and the
expanded Program of Technical Assistance. 12
With the establishment of the World Health Organization, the
Bureau found new importance rather than absorption. The decentralized
organizational structure of WHO owed no little part to the realization
of, and accommodation to, the effective regional health agency of the
Americas. While the WHO Constitution established a single health
organization with universal authority as a specialized agency of the
United Nations system, it recognized the necessity to bring the organi-
zation and Bureau together in an acceptable manner. This deference to
reality was the delegation of authority to cope best with "health
problems," or as later stated, the unanimous acceptance of regional
HFor a description of projects and a comprehensive tabulation of
fund allocations see Pan American Health Organization, Proposed Program
"£12 Bud^t Estimates , Official Documents of the PAHD No." UO, i^oTT F
a general description of executing a health program in the Americas see
Pan American Health Organization, Annual Report of the Director, 1961
,






arrangements to "assure unity of action . . . and allow for flexibility
In handling the special needs of regional areas.* **
Article 5ii of the WHO Constitution is the key to relationship.
Although it specified that the Bureau "shall in due course be integrated
with the Organization," the separate bodies have not been unified into a
single whole. While providing flexibility in the Mae eleaent, Article
5li also recognized Bureau Independence by requiring "common action based
on mutual consent" to effect integration.
As previously noted, the I9h9 agreement concluded between the WHO
and PASO was not a move toward integration despite WHD's contention thati
The agreement for the integration of the Pan Aaierlcan sanitary
Organisation with the World Health Organization was finally
approved by the Second World Health Assembly at its tenth
plenary meeting on 30 June 19h9 and took effect on 1 July that
year. "*
The agreement simply was further recognition of the PASB as an independ-
ent organization. Rather than Integrate the regional body, the agree-
oent confirmed authority and responsibility*
No less indicative of Bureau independence was the agreeoent con-
cluded on 23 May 1950 between the Directing Council of the Pan American
Sanitary Organization and the Council of the Organization of American
States. Dr. Soper commented.
This agreement fulfills the requirements of the Pan American
system while at the same tine it recognizes, but does not
Official Recora of the WHO Ho. 2, op. clt., p. 25.










interfere with the functions of the Bureau as the Regional
Office of the World Health Organization. *>
In addition to the OAS recognizing PASO as "an Inter-American Specialised
Organization' and "regional organization of the v.orld Health Organization"
in Articles I and II, respectively, the agreement concedes in Article Hit
The Pan American sanitary Organization shall continue to enjoy
the fullest autonomy in the accomplishment of its purposes, within
the limits of the instruments which govern it . . •
Though the Article further specifies that PASO "shall take into account"
recommendations of the OAS Council, the agreement concludes by confirm-
ing independence. Article XXI concedes
i
This Agreement may be revised by mutual agreement between the
Council 01 the Organization of American states and the Directing
Council of the Pan American Sanitary Organization, or denounced,
on three months* notice given by either of the Contracting
Parties.
Can any significance be attached to the relationship between
indications of Bureau Independence and the decentralization of WHO
functions? Obviously, the answer must be in the affirmative. Decen-
tralization has reconciled the diverging concepts of "integration" and
"independence." The WHO Executive Board listed among the advantages of
decentralization! (1) better coordination of work within the area) (2)
better adaption of policy to local circumstances} (3) better super-
vision, planning and provision of services to meet specific area needs)
and (h) less separation from the source of control which permit persons
^"Report of the Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau to
the XIII Conference," Pa oment C3Pi3/b, 19>J, Annex I, p. 3. A
text of the PASO/OAS Agreement may be found in PAHD Official Document
No. U7> op. cit., pp. iil*~lt9.
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and governments concerned to "more readily consider it as their own,
and not an alien, organisation." In short, the reality of decentrali-
sation has been that in recognizing a certain amount of regional
administrative and operational authority, the organisation and Bureau
have tacitly ignored the highly charged and still unsettled principle
of Integration.





fo an impartial observer tnert are numerous factors vnich clearly
couia oe construed to emphasize the current existence of the diverging
concepts of "independence" and "integration 1* within the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau.
The most obvious indications of bureau independence were pre-
viously noted. They were the provisions set forth in the agreements
concluded by the regional health organisation with both the WHO and the
Qki. Rather than further pursue these concessions to Bureau independ-
ence, it would perhaps be more indicative to enumerate several other
factors which support the past, present, and future existence of the
" independence " z oncept
•
Foremost, from a material point of view, are Bureau resources.
Most certainly, the regional agency's relationship with the World Health
Organization voulo appear to support tfte prophesies made at the 19lto
International Health Conference that the hemisphere would benefit from
addeo resources, early annual budgets of urn aureau were set at $£$QQQ,
In 1920, this figure was increased to v2j,OJOj and subsequent additions
swelled the figure to $50,000 in 1921, $100,000 in 193d, and eventually
to $115,300 in 19J47. 1 But it was not until the next two years, with the
1For general budget anu program growth see Miguel c. Bustamante,
rhe Pan American Sanitary Bureaus Half A Century of Health Activities
,
1^2- 19r-l
, Miscellaneous Publication No.""2TT*!asningtoni pan American
Unitary Bureau, I9b>)} or Aristedes A. Koll, The Pan American sanitary
.:; 91 i
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development of the World Health Organisation, that the Bureau greatly
expanded its work. In 1919, the budget approached the annual figure of
$2,300,300. It would appear the Bureau had come of age. Resources for
hemispheric health work continued to grow, and by 1962 total appropria-
tions amounted to over $13 million. The estimated 1961; figure exceeds
$17 million. 2
Despite this mutual growth, increased resources would appear to
be a factor contributing to a strengthening of Bureau "independence."
In terms of dollars alone, using the approximate C 17 million proposed
for 19oii, less than $3 million comprises the allocation from kH3's
regular budget. Close to 75 per cent, or almost $13 million, comprises
Independent resources of the Pan American Health Organisation. Little
imagination is necessary to recognize the value of these "independent'*
funds in promoting hemispheric health. With sizable resources, one
might even concede it would be possible for the "tail to wag the dog"
within the limits of certain situations.
Budget assessment would appear to be another factor favoring
independence. Within the United Nations system, maximum United States
assessment is limited to one-third of an organisation's total budget by
provisions set forth in Public Lav k9S» This congressional limitation
Bureau, 1902-_l?Ui Its Origin , Development and Achievements , PASB
^ublTcatToBTloT "5l»6 "(washlngtoni Pan American sanitary Bureau, 191*8.
2For detailed accounting of 1962- 196L see Pan American Htalth
Organisation, Proposed Program and Budget Estimates, Official Document
of PAB3 Mo. LO, 196T.
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dots not apply to inter-American obligations. The result is that the
United States pays one- third of WHO's regular budget and two- thirds of
PAHD's. Should the Bureau lose its independent identity, added finan-
cial burden would fall upon Latin American countries, assuming, of
course, additional regional appropriations were decided upon in accord-
ance with Article 50 of the WHO Constitution to supplement the regional
proportion of WHO's central budget. Vith independent identity lost, the
United States would no longer be permitted, under national law, to pay
two-thirds of the Bureau's budget. With complete integration, the
United states assessed share would be limited to one- third by Public Law
195. 3
Not to be overlooked when recounting prominent factors supporting
Bureau independence has been "American, * and particularly Latin American,
emotion. As a report on regionallzation pointed outi
This question of regional organization was one of the most con-
troversial subjects discussed at the Hew York Conference and this
^The significance of the United States contribution percentage is
best illustrated by an incident recalled by Or. Louis L. Williams,
fledical Consultant on Malaria Eradication, World Health Organization,
Regional Office of the Americas, in an interview. During a visit to
Washington, Dr. Brock Chisholm, Executive Secretary of the Interim
Commission, later to become WHO's first Director-Generai, had a visit
with President Truman scheduled. Recognizing Dr. Chisholm' s extremist
desire to bring about Bureau integration and realizing the President
would have been advised of the advantages of preserving identity of an
independent hemispheric agency, Dr. Williams meticulously explained the
legal aspects of United states obligations and contributions to the WHO
official, paying particular attention to stressing mandatory reductions
which would follow Bureau integration. Dr. Chisholm had been unaware of
the monetary complications, and was quite impressed by the reality of the
loss of resources to promote international health. Reliable sources
reported the Truman-Chisholm meeting as quite amiable with nary a word










fact is perhaps not sufficiently recorded in the Official Records
because the greater part of the discussion took place in working
parties of which no minutes were kept . . . .**
Much emotion was based upon protection of identity with an already suc-
cessful international health organization guided by policies and
practices of the Western Hemisphere. Jealous protection of functional
health cooperation, benefits and prestige were not the only factors upon
which emotions hinged. Many persons identified the United Nations system
as containing weaknesses which could prove fatal to Latin American devel-
opment. It would perhaps be simplest and most effective to characterize
this "pro Pan American" faction by citing already published criticism.
Using the Economic and Social Council and its Economic Commission for
Latin America (ECLA) as an example, Davila states:
. . . this is an easy way of doing nothing for Latin America.
Where inter-American economic problems were concerned, commis-
sions and committees are the only things that have not been
lacking. In the present case, the United Nations Economic and
Social Council itself is an advisory mechanism with no authority
to Implement its findings or decision) so the Economic Commission
for Latin America will have even less capacity for action ....
. . . lured by un-American grand illusions, we turned our backs
on this hemisphere .5
Davila continues by lashing the absence of equality, autocratic veto,
^World Health Organization, Report of the Executive Board
,
Eleventh Session, Official Record of the WHD 1ST L6, 1953, p. 161.
Though only sporadic "outbursts" are contained in records of proceedings,
comments by every individual spoken to or interviewed in conducting this
study (who had participated in the mid-19L0 organizational proceedings)
disclosed fierce opposition by many Latin delegates to the proposed
scuttling of an autonomous Pan American health agency.
^Carlos Davila, We Of the Americas
,
(Chicago* Ziff-Davis
Publishing Co., 19L9), p. 73?
.
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an lack of "rule of law" Inherent in the UN Security Council. Though
not directly referring to the conflict over Bureau autonomy, these
opinions typify the extreme emotions possessed by many "Pan American
Guardians."
C^Mely related to emotion is a psychological problem which must
be classified a factor in preserving a certain aegree of Bureau indepena~
ence. For decaae3 the Bureau was a real part of the inter-American
system and hemispheric cooperation. Bureau personnel were entrusted
with many duties and responsibilities to sustain the successful operation
of what they considered a notable undertaking. In promoting he&ispheric
health, these personnel gave orders, supervised operations, and received
and made reports. With the conception of a new worlc organization, the
question of responsibility undoubtedly became quite real. When a person
has been charged with the effective operation of a program, it is an
extremely difficult process to separate him from responsibility, bestow
it upon someone else, and ttien expect the former fca subordinate himself
to the latter as an adviser, without power of decision over that which
hao been conceived, nurtured, and solely his for so icrv. a time. Such a
situation undoubtedly had, and for that matter still has, an effect upon
Bureau-WHO relationship.
Indications of a separate existence are numerous. As previously
noted, there is the independent bucget for the inter-American organiza-
tion. Of course, there is the separate title, which holds an added








Also not to be ignored is the existence of separate staffs. This




693 Field and other programs 156
856 TOTAL FOR AMRICAS 236
Although pay, allowances, travel and per diem rates have been harmonized,
with the Bureau adopting those of the World Health Organisation, a couple
of differences in personnel procedures (other than salary source) still
persist in preventing a completely homogeneous system. One such dif-
ference concerns term of employment. The WHO, as is customary in the US
system, utilizes a contract for specified durations of employment. Upon
expiration of the specified term, the contract may or may not be renewed.
The Pan American Organisation offers permanent employment rather than
term contracts.
With respect to staff grievances, a WHO employee may appeal what
he considers an injustice to a Board of Inquiry and Appeal. Disputes
which cannot be resolved within the WHO may, in certain cases, be
refered to the Administrative Tribunal of the International Labor Office.
A PAHD employee has no recourse other than an appeal to hi3 employer.
°A more detailed breakdown of assignments, job descriptions, pay
and allowances may be found in various sections of Official Document of








Despite a single set of staff regulations, Sharp points out a
A . 7
certain amount of independent latitude facilitated by separate budgets.
Pay scales contained provisions for plus or minus adjustments to "com-
pensate" for cost-of-living differentials. Thus, those assigned to
areas where living costs were high received additional allowances , while
those stationed in remote areas made less than the norm, despite
numerous personal hardships. In 1°57, the Directing Council of the PAH)
decided to eliminate the application of minus differentials to salaries
of PAHD employees stationed at xone offices and various projects in the
field. Justification was based upon the minus differential adversely
affecting recruitment and dampening incentive and retention. The elimi-
nation gave Pan American employees a favorable position over WHO
personnel stationed at the same locations. The result was that, in 1959,
the WHD Executive Board acceded to the rules initiated by PAH), and also
decided to eliminate the minus post adjustments.
The list of factors supporting the concept of Bureau independence
could be made considerably longer by adding, but not limiting mention
to, different membership comprising the Pan American Organisation as
opposed to the WHD regional organs, and also the individual personali-
a
ties who have "carefully guarded* the Bureau's separate identity.
Salter R. Sharp, Field Administration In U» United nations
System , United Nations StudTei ilo. 10, Carnegie Endowment Tor Inter-
national Peace (Londont Stevens & Sons Otd., 1961), p. 150.
cThis latter point would make an extremely interesting and ex-
tensive study in itself. An excellent example of the effect of an
individual personality upon international organization may be found in
E. J. Phelan's Yes and Albert Thomas (London* Cresset Press Ltd., 1936).
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Granted a numoer of these items are interesting, they are superfluous to
substantiate the obvious fact that the Pan .merican sanitary Bureau has
not become an ' integral" part of the World Health Organization as speci-
fied in Article 5U of the WHO Constitution. So long as a majority of
American republics choose to continue their support of a separate health
organization, the duration of 'integration ... in cue course 1* coo
approach infinity. Dr. xristiaes holi, pointed out to the Technical
Preparatory Cowmittte, in his capacity as t>ui retary, ''it woulo be
for the Governments maintaining it (the PASB) to oecide whether it would
become such an office (of the WHO, uch is still the case with
respec ntegration.
In an academic sense, there continues to oe an independent re-
gional ftfc.ai.cn organizati ^rious conflict over the agreea "inte-
gration formula' procittced ay, and recognized since, the International
Health Conference has been avoiaed mainly as a result of the cecen-
tralizec organization structure adopted by the world organization.
Should one speculate on the possibility of reaching an acceptable formula
tocay which would dictate the relationship between the i ganizations,
there is little evidence to dispute harmony in an identical solution.
The American republics couiu very well concede "integration" provided,
in turn, they received the continued flexibility 'in due course."
dynamic personalities to rival that of the ILO's first Director.
'United Nations, World Health Organization, Interim Commission,
Minutes of the Technical Preparatory Qoouitltte e for the Internat i ona l






What does this mean? Has *ore than a decade and a half trans-
pired with an uneasy "truce" existing while the whL awaits the Bureau'3
eventual surrender of autonomy? Has a "dual" staff harbored "dual"
loyalties? Are the formula contained in Article Sh and the agreement
concluded between the two organizations meaning less?
On the contrary! After a comprehensive study of the proceedings
which led to Chapter XI of the WHO Constitution, WHO'S method of decen-
tralization, the 1919 WHO-PAHO Agreeaent, and the contemporary organiza-
tion and procedures dominating Bureau operations, a person must almost
surely conclude that the concept of "integration" is an exercise in
semantics.
The "Harmonizing Sub-Committee" of the International Health
Conference spent several days in meticulously suggesting, recording,
studying and "blending" suggested concepts of WH>3ureau relationship.
The formula arrived at was not a distinct agreement on definition in
terms of language and dictionary, but rather understanding in terms of
cooperation. The concessions made by many delegations were not retreats
due to weakness but rather rallies to promote strength in harmony.
The agreement eventually concluded between the two organizations
was neither a demand for integration nor a challenge to authority. As
its title indicated, it was a concurrence in principle, or more speci-
fically, a mutual understanding of rights and responsibilities.
At the Eighth World Health Assembly, held at University City,
Mexico, in May 1955, Dr. ioper observed in reporting on work of the
World Health Organization in the Americas that it vast









. . • impossible to separate the won of the Organization itself
from that of the Pan American sanitary Organization. 10
The Bureau Director went on to emphasize that not only was it impossible
to differentiate the work, but if a person had the opportunity to visit
the Washington office, it
. • . would not be possible to tell from the papers on (Dr. Soper's)
desk, whether a particular staff member was on the pay-roll of WHO
or of PASO. 11
M Integration" does not require an academic analysis or definition.
When studying the Bureau, this term must be recognized as encompassing a
far broader significance. As conceived, developed, and sustained, the
concept of "integration" involves the strengthening of a cooperative
endeavor to promote the principles of international health.
The Bureau most certainly deserves recognition as a unique inter-
national organization. Lacking precedent, world health experts and
representatives were able to create an acceptable situation whereby a
single agency could effectively function while serving concurrently
within the framework of a world, as well as a regional, organization.
As the study has noted, the unique situation has been possible through a
10Worid Health Organization, Eighth World Health Assembly, Official
kecord of the WHO No. o3, 1955, p. l3?7
"*'
Hlbid , Oddly enough this staff situation continues to prevail.
Daring a casual discussion utilized to collect information for this
study, a responsible staff member disclosed he could not distinguish the
employer of fellow staff members assigned in his office. He emphasized
that such distinction was irrelevant since all cooperated to accomplish
any tasks assigned his office, since the office in question handles
both WHO and PAHO matters, this gives added support to Dr. Soper's con-
tention that it would be ''impossible to separate the work."
;?r ttrt




harmonizing of the diverging concepts of "independence" and "integration. M
Intense at first, the conflict between these two concepts became molli-
fied as a cooperative relationship emerged. Perhaps the 19^9 agreement
was the turning point; perhaps it was merely a gradual conditioning to
reality. In any case, formal integration, which was of paramount import-
ance in 19Uo, has ceased to be of any real importance tonay. In short—
It doesn't matter . Integration would not improve the program, materially
affect personnel relationships, or modify methods employed. It would
merely alter the p theoretically unique existence 1' of a single Bureau
serving two international organizations. In practice there would con-
tinue to exist but a single force actings
... tc promote and coordinate efforts of the countries of the
Western Hemisphere to combat disease, lengthen life, and promote
the physical and mental health of all people. i2
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COHSTITVTIOM OF THE WORLD HEALTH ORGASIZATIOH 1
CHAPTER XI - REGIONAL ARRAHGEMEUTS
Article Ui
(a) Th« Health Assembly shall froa tia« to time define the geo-
graphical areas in which it is desirable to establish a regional organi-
sation.
(b) The Health Assembly may, with the consent of a majority of
the Members situated within each area so defined, establish a regional
organisation to meet the special needs of such area. There 3hall not
be more than one regional organisation in each area.
Article U5
Each regional organisation shall be an integral part of the
Organisation in accordance with this Constitution.
Article U6
Each regional organisation shall consist of a regional committee
and a regional office.
Article 17
Regional committees shall be composed of representatives of the
Member States and Associate Members in the region concerned. Territories
or groups of territories within the region which are not responsible for
the conduct of their international relations anc which are not Associate
Members, shall have the right to be represented and to participate in
regional committees. The nature and extent of the rights and obliga-
tions of these territories or groups of territories in regional com-
mittees shall be determined by the Health Assembly in consultation with
the Member or other authority having responsibility for the international
relations of these territories and with the Member States in the region.
Article 1*6
Regional committees shall meet as often as necessary and shall
determine the place of each meeting.
*For a complete text see The First Ten Years of the World Health
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Regional Committees shall adopt their own rule of procedure.
Article 50
The functions of the regional coaaittce shall net
(a) to formulate policies governing natters of an exclusively regional
character}
(b) to supervise the activities of the regional office;
(c) to suggest to the regional office the calling of technical conferences
and such additional work or investigation in health natters as in the
opinion of the regional committee would promote the objective of the
Organisation within the region)
(d) to co-operate with the respective regional committees of the United
Nations and with those of the other specialized agencies and with
other international organisations having interest in common with the
Organization)
(e) to tender advice, through the Director-General, to the Organization
on international health matters which have wider than regional
significance)
(f) to recommend additional regional appropriations by the Governments
of the respective regions if the proportion of the central budget
of the Organization allotted to that region is insufficient fox the
carrying-out of the regional functions)
(g) such other functions as may be delegated to the regional committee
by the Health Assembly, the Board or the Director-General.
Article 51
Subject to the general authority of the Director-General of the
Organization, the regional office shall be the administrative organ of
the regional committee. It shall, in addition, carry out within the
region the decisions of the health Assembly and of the Board.
Article 52
The head of the regional office shall be the Regional Director
appointed by the Board in agreement with the regional committee.
Article 53
The staff of the regional office shall be appointed in a manner
to be determined by agreement between the Director-General and the
Regional Director.
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Article 5k
The Pan American Sanitary Organization represented by the Pan
Aaerican Sanitary Bureau and the Pan American sanitary Conference, and
all other Inter- governmental regional health organizations in existence
prior to the date of signature of this Constitution, shall in due course
be Integrated with the Organisation. This integration shall be effected
as soon as practicable through common action based on mutual consent of
the competent authorities through the organisations concerned.
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APPEMDIX B
AQREEKEST BETW^EH THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
AND THE PAN AMERICAN HEALTH ORGANIZATION 1
Whereas Chapter XI of the Constitution of the World Health
Organization provides that the Pan American Sanitary Organisation2
representee by the Pan American sanitary Bureau and the Pan American
Sanitary Conference shall in due course be integrated with the World
Health Organization and that such integration shall be effected as soon
as practicable through common action based on mutual consent of the
competent authorities expressed through the organizations concerned) and
Whereas the World Health Organization and the Pan American Sani-
tary Organization have agreed that measures towards the implementation
of such action by the conclusion of an agreement shall be taken when at
least fourteen American countries 3hall have ratified the Constitution
of the World Health Organization) and
Whereas on the twenty-second of April 19U9 this condition was
satisfied.
It is hereby agreed as followst
Article 1
The States and territories of the Western Hemisphere make up the
geographical area of a regional organization of the World Health Organi-
zation, as provided in Chapter XI of its Constitution.
Article 2
The Pan American Sanitary Conference, through the Directing
Council of the Pan American sanitary Organization and the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau, shall serve respectively as the Regional Committee and
the Regional Office of the World Health Organization for the Western
Hemisphere, within the provisions of the Constitution of the World Health
^an American Health Organization, Official Documents of the
Pan Ame rican Health Organization, fifth editTonTtSffTcTal Docu»enF*No.
Wl mrcTT3637pp7 tPST,
2Renamed "Pan American Health Organization" by decision of the XV
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Organization. In deference to tradition, both organisations shall
retain their respective names, to which shall be added "Regional Com-
mittee of the World Health Organisation" and "Regional Office of the
World Health Organization," respectively.
Article 3
The pan American Sanitary Conference may adopt and promote health
and sanitary conventions and programmes in the Western Hemisphere, pro-
vided that such conventions and programmes are compatible with the policy
and programmes of the World Health Organisation and are separately
financed.
Article h
When this Agreement enters into force, the Director of the Pan
American Sanitary Bureau shall assume, subject to the provisions of
Article 2, the post of Regional Director of the World Health Organisa-
tion, until the termination of the period for which he was elected.
Thereafter, the Regional Director shall be appointed in accordance with
the provisions of Article U9 And i>2 of the World Health Organisation
Constitution.
Article 5
In accordance with the provisions of Article 51 of the Constitu-
tion of the World Health Organization, the Director-Genera 1 of the World
Health Organization shall receive from the Director of the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau full information regarding the administration and the
operations of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau as the Regional Office
for the Western Hemisphere.
Article 6
An adequate proportion of the budget of the World Health Organiza-
tion shall be allocated for regional work.
Article 7
The annual budget estimates for the expenses of the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau as the Regional office for the Western Hemisphere shall
be prepared by the Regional Director and shall be submitted to the
Director-General for his consideration in the preparation of the annual
budget estimates of the World Health Organization*
Article 8
The funds allocated to the Pan American sanitary Bureau as
Regional Office of the World Health Organization, under the budget of

















The World Health Organization, shall be managea In accordance. with the
financial policies and procedures of the World Health Organization.
Article 9
This Agreement may be supplemented with the consent of both
parties, on the initiative of either party.
Article 10
This Agreement shall enter Into force upon its approval by the
World Health Assembly and signature by the Director of the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau, acting on behalf of the Pan American Sanitary Con-
ference, provided that fourteen of the American republics have at that
time deposited their instruments of acceptance of the Constitution of
the World Health Organization.
Article 11
=*se of doubt or difficulty in interpretation, the English
text shall govern.
In witness whereof this Agreement was done and signed at Washing-
ton, D. C, on this twenty-fourth day of Hay nineteen hundred and forty-
nine in four copies, two in English and two in French.
3
For the World Health For the Pan American
Organisation: .anitary Conference!
BROCK CHISHOLM ED L. SOPER
Director-General sctor







WORKING ARRANGEMENT BETWE131 DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF
THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION AND THE DIR£CTOR
OF THE PAN AMERICAN UNITARY BUREAU 1
I. The Policy
The Director-General agrees that all WHD programs in the Western
Hemisphere shall be carried out through the Director of the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau (hereinafter called Director).
The Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau agrees to accept
directions from the Director-General in administering such programs.
I I
.
Plan of Operati on
1. The Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau agrees that
all WHD funds administered by him will be handled in ac-
cordance with WHO financial regulations and rules and subject
to WHO audit.
2. The Director- General will make available to the Director such
funds as may be required to carry out WHD functions in the
Western Hemisphere.
3. All personnel assigned by the WHO or paid from WHO funds will
serve under the supervision of the Director and be subject
to WHO staff regulations and rules.
It* The Director will establish, subject to approval by the
Director-General, the positions required to carry out WHO
functions within the region.
!
5. The Director, subject to approval of the Director-General,
will fill the approved positions.
6. The Director-General will advise the Director in advance of
any personnel that he may plan to send to any place in the
Western Hemisphere and the purpose therefore) the Director
will facilitate any such visits.
fynserialized typewritten document supplied by Mr. Howard B.
Calderwooc, Office of International Economic and Social Affairs, Bureau
of International Economic and Social Affairs, U. 5. Department of state.











7. The Dir«ctor will report to the Director-General in regard to
all programs, administrative and financial matters in such
manner and at such time as may be requested by the Director-
General.
e. The Director, subject to the approval of the Director-
General, will acquire office space, purchase equipment and
supplies required to carry out WHO functions.
9« The Director-General will seek the recommendations of the
Director on any requests for services made by any WHO Member
within the Western Hemisphere.
hile the Director-General will normally communicate with
members of the Pan American Sanitary Organization in regard
to programs and technical matters through the Pan American
anitary Bureau serving as the Regional Office, the Director-
General shall reserve the right to communicate directly witn
any member of the Pan American Sanitary Organization. In
such case-? where direct communication is made, copies of
corre iponaence will be sent to the Pan American Sanitary
:».au.
11. Duriny the life of this working arrangement the Director will
use WHO stationery in carrying out WHO business and will sign
ail such comiauni cat ions "for the Director-General."
III. Functions
The Director will assume under this plan responsibility for the
following functions on Jan. 1, 19l9i
1) WHO public relations in the Western Hemisphere, except those
public relations activities conducted by WHO headquarters M through the
United Nations and other international organizations.
2) Administration of the WHO fellowship program in the Western
Hemisphere, delegating such functions as the Director, with the approval
of the Director- General, consiaers appropriate to national agencies
within the Hemisphere.
3) Collection and dissemination of epidemiological and stati
tical data to, from and within the Western Hemisphere.
h) Assistance to Director-General in recruitment of WHO personnel
within the Western Hemisphere for assignment elsewhere.
5) Procurement within the Western Hemisphere of mpplle; on







6) Administration of WHO advisory and demonstration services In
the Western Hemisphere.
7) Liaison with regional international agencies in the Western
Hemisphere and with regional or sub-offices in the Western Hemisphere of
other international agencies.
6) Distribution of WHO publications in the Western Hemisphere.
IV. emergency Power
In emergencies endangering international health in vhlch the
circumstances in his discretion warrant it, the Director shall act
immediately on behalf of the Director-General, exercising the full
authority of tte i' ector-General and reporting to him by the ao?t
rapid, available means.
V. Communication between the PA 33 serving as Regional Office and Other
Regional Offices of WHO
1) The Director may maintain communication with other Directors
of WHO Regional Offices, sending copies of all communications to the
Director-General.
';iqt>«*.
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